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LeTTeR fROm The PReSIDeNT/PRINcIPAL

Dear Alumni, Families and Friends, 

I usually start my opening for this newsletter 
with a big THANK YOU for all that you do and  
have done for our school, but this time I would like 
to start by saying GOD IS GOOD! I have been  
blessed to have taken part in a Pilgrimage to Italy 
this fall where we followed the footsteps of St. 
Francis and St. Clare and learned of how Jesus 
played an integral part in their lives, as he does 
with our lives daily. The theme of God and  
Goodness played out throughout the pilgrimage 
and we were grateful for all the times that  
we witnessed this theme. JESUS is the reason  
for Joliet Catholic Academy, a thought that we  
can never forget. We witness God’s Goodness 
every day!

We work each day knowing that there are 
people like you who care about us. God is seen  
daily on campus through our students, faculty 
and staff, administration, alumni, parents, and 
friends of our school who do much to make sure 
that we are a thriving campus. As an example,  

we have successfully launched a 1:1 technology initiative this fall for our freshmen and sophomores. This could 
not have been done without the efforts of key people in our Technology Department plus, more importantly, 
the efforts of all of our teachers and staff. We have invested time and money into infrastructure, professional 
development, and research to ensure that our students have the best path to success possible. This could not 
have been done without a team effort. THANK YOU to those that have given much of their time, talents, and 
treasures. GOD IS GOOD!

Hopefully you have seen our newest additions to the Heritage Quad, our statues of Our Lady of Mount 
Carmel and St. Francis of Assisi. These two figures are obvious symbols of the charisms and traditions of our 
two founding congregations, the Joliet Franciscans and the Carmelites. If you haven’t, please stop by, we  
are very proud to have these one- of-a-kind additions to our campus. Speaking of our campus upgrades, I 
would like to give a brief update of Phase II of our Capital Initiative. Phase II is progressing along nicely, and 
to date we have raised over $800k in pledges for a $1.5 million Initiative. We are very close to ordering our 
windows for the back of the building and devising an installation plan for our classroom air conditioners. We 
must keep going, though, to make the completion of Phase II a reality sooner, rather than later. If you 
would like to be involved, please let us know, there is still a need. With all that has happened on campus; 
renovation of bathrooms, security upgrades, cafeteria upgrades, hallway upgrades, lighting upgrades and 
technology infrastructure upgrades (to name a few), we are very happy. GOD IS GOOD!

On behalf of the administration, faculty and staff, I hope that St. Francis, St. Clare, and Our Lady of Mt. 
Carmel shine blessings upon you and your family, and thank you once again for all that you do for JCA! 
 
Blessings, 

 

Jeffrey R. Budz
President/Principal
Joliet Catholic Academy

Jeffrey R. Budz
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Alumni Spotlight

 

JCA graduate Kelly Murphy ‘08 came back to JCA to show off her Olympic Bronze 
Medal. The 2016 member of the U.S. Olympic women’s volleyball team took  
in the action during the Angels match vs. Hinsdale South after being honored with  
a pregame ceremony. Murphy stayed after to sign autographs  for students, fans, 
and younger kids in attendance.

Dr. Jeffrey Budz, president and principal of JCA, presented Kelly with a banner 
commemorating her achievement, which now proudly hangs in the JCA Student 
Activity Center. Murphy also took time out after the ceremony to be interviewed by 
Victory View Media correspondents, seniors McCoy Hutchison and Mandy  
Gruber, detailing her experience at the Olympic games in Rio.

“I know this has been a dream of Kelly’s since she first started playing volleyball, 
and all of her time, effort and hard work has been rewarded,” JCA head girls  
volleyball coach Christine Scheibe said. “We couldn’t be more happy for her as a 
program and as a school community. Personally, it’s the potential that I saw  
in her the first day of summer camp when she was a freshman in 2004. She was 
already that good, and she has only gotten better over the years because of  
who she is as a person and the family that she comes from. The Murphys are just  
a very, very special family to our program.”

Kelly Murphy ‘08

Congratulations to JCA graduate Matthew Gummess on professing his solemn 

vows as a Carmelite brother on Saturday, August 20, 2016 in the crypt church of the 

Shrine of the Immaculate Conception in Washington D.C.

Matthew was the valedictorian of the 2004 graduating class at JCA, as well 

as the valedictorian of his grade school graduating class at St. Patrick’s in Joliet in 

2000.

Matthew holds bachelor’s degrees in physics and philosophy from Yale Univer-

sity, where he earned the prestigious Fulbright scholarship. The Fulbright Scholar 

Program is administered on behalf of the United States Department of State, Bu-

reau of Educational and Cultural Affairs. The core Fulbright Scholar Program attracts 

some 800 U.S. faculty and professionals each year to 140 countries to lecture, teach 

and conduct research. Matthew did his teaching and study in Talca, Chile.

The JCA family is proud of what Matthew has accomplished and is excited to 

see where his vocation will lead him. He is a living and breathing embodiment of 

the Carmelite charisms taught each day to our students.

Matthew Gummess ‘04
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News from Around Campus

Joliet Catholic Academy senior Sam Martyka feels 
strongly about the tradition of service that has been 
passed along to him through family members and 
at school. So much, that instead of completing his 
minimum 15 service hours for his junior year of high 
school, Martyka spent an entire week this summer at St. 
Leo Catholic Church in Bonita Springs, Florida as part of 
a community outreach program.

Martyka said, “my uncle is a former teacher at 
Brother Rice High School, and they invite kids down to 
work with the church’s outreach program. It’s a $5-per-
day daycare for migrant workers to keep their kids out 
of a trouble, and allow them to see different entertain-
ment options in the community that they otherwise 
may be unable to afford”.

The Juan Diego Outreach Center at St. Leo is currently 
the home of the St. Leo Food Band and Catholic Charities 
of Bonita Springs. They specialize in positive youth devel-
opment, human trafficking victim’s assistance, substance 
abuse counseling, youth mentoring, and supplemental 
nutritional assistance programs (S.N.A.P.). Martyka was 
able to work with younger kids from kindergarten to fifth 
grade, and also 13-18 year olds in English as a Second 
Language classes.

“Some of the kids I worked with were from Ecuador 

and had no paper work, and another kid I tutored in 
English is 17, doesn’t attend school and hangs sheet rock 
full-time. It was an eye-opening experience”, Martyka 
said.

Besides tutoring the young adults, Martyka chaper-
oned the youngsters on trips to go roller skating, minia-
ture golf and arcade games, and to the movies. “It keeps 
the kids off the streets and out of trouble. My goal every 
day was to see how I could put a smile on their faces, and 
that in turn made my day that much better”.

Martyka is very busy as a student at JCA, while also 
serving as the team manager in the baseball and basket-
ball programs. This summer, he worked twelve hour days 

for a landscaping company. When he had a one-week 
vacation, he chose to spend it in Bonita Springs.

“My mom asked if I was sure about spending “vaca-
tion” time down there, but it really wasn’t work. To me it’s 
the little things that matter”, Martyka said.

The JCA senior is not alone among his peers concern-
ing his penchant for service. The Class of 2016 performed 
over 15,000 hours of community service during their time 
at JCA. Martyka said, “I hope that stories like this can get 
out in our community and to my classmates, so that more 
kids will get involved either on service trips or just in our 
community.”

JCA Senior  
Sam Martyka  
Carries on 
Tradition of  
Service

“
”

It keeps the kids off the  
streets and out of trouble.  

My goal every day was to see  
how I could put a smile  

on their faces...
Sam Martyka - Joliet Catholic Academy senior
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JCA’s 4 th  
Annual  
All-School  
Retreat & 
Service Day 
Thrives

The brainchild of Fr. Jeff Smialek, O.Carm, campus 
minister at Joliet Catholic Academy has continued to evolve; 
with students and faculty alike relishing in the opportunity 
to get away from the normal class schedule to devote a  
day to self-reflection, personal improvement, and service 
to others.

Fr. Jeff said, “each class has a specific agenda for the 
day, beginning with our seniors. Senior service day gets 
them out into the community bearing witness. This is our 
students and faculty in action investing in a day devoted  
to service outside the classroom. We learn not just in the 
classroom, but through real world experiences helping  
improve the lives of others in our community by working 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
with the environment, the impoverished, the elderly, 
animals in needs, and one another”.

This year, JCA seniors and staff members volunteered  
at the Forest Preserve District, Wags 2 Wishes, Hopeful  
Tails, Joliet Animal Control, Ready Set Ride, St. Patrick’s 
Home, Hands of Hope. Our Lady of Angels Retirement 
Home, Sharefest Festival, and Morningstar Shelter.

JCA senior Carley Ostir accompanied fellow students 
and teachers Mrs. Sam Bush and Mrs. Suzi Arnett to Ready 
Set Ride, a therapeutic recreation facility that assists special 
needs or terminally ill children by providing horseback 
riding services. The JCA workers helped build a wall around 
the arena for riding so that rides could continue this winter.

Ostir, who is part of the first group of JCA students to 
participate in four years of the All School Retreat & Service  
Day, said, “I really like how the retreat and service day 
mirrors our progression as students here at JCA. Last year as  
a junior being able to attend leadership workshops with  
my fellow classmates, and then taking those lessons out 
into the community this year was really exciting.”

Freshman, sophomore, and junior classes all stayed on 
campus participating in various retreats related to their 
continued maturation and development into the future 
leaders of JCA. Campus minister Mrs. Melissa Ferro said,  
“We provide our freshman with counseling; student skills 
and student training to get them off on the right foot 
during their first semester of high school. The sophomore 
retreat is geared more towards ‘making choices’ and how 
are students will be responsible for their actions”Under-
classmen also received a presentation from Detective 
Rich Wistocki of BeSure Consulting. Wistocki, a veteran law 
enforcement detective of twenty-two years specializing in 
Juvenile and Internet crime for the progressive Illinois Police 
Department, spoke to JCA students on the dangers of social 
media, and the consequences of their online actions.

Freshman Nathan Bebar said, “it was my favorite part 
of the day because it was interesting and surprising about 
what goes on in social media platforms. I learned how crazy 
some people can be and we need to be alert about what 
we post online and who else is out there.” JCA is training 
its students to avoid the potential pitfalls of irresponsible 
behavior on the Internet and social media.

Fr. Jeff Smialek invites area causes to contact JCA 
Campus Ministry if you are looking to get involved in JCA’s 
annual All-School Retreat & Service Day. E-mail frjeff@
jca-online.org or call 815.741.0500 for more information.
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JCA BEGINS 2016-2017 SCHOOL YEAR;  
GREETED BY NEW STATUE IN MEMORY  
OF SR. LORETTA, O.S.F.

Joliet Catholic Academy students were greeted with a 
surprise when they returned to school on Friday, August 19  
for the first day of full classes. Upon entering through the 
school’s front doors, just to the left in the main hallway stands  
a new statue of St. Clare of Assisi.

The statue honors the memory of Sr. Loretta Tures, O.S.F.; 
who served both St. Francis Academy and Joliet Catholic  
High School faithfully. It was generously donated by relatives 
of Sr. Loretta; Joseph and Mary Tures Grimes, John “Jack” 
Tures, Frances Tures Naal, Donald and Phyllis Tures, and 
George Tures. 
 
The inscription on the statue reads:

 In Memory of Sister Loretta Tures, O.S.F.
 Principal of St. Francis Academy 1956-1958
 St. Clare of Assisi in your Love and Holiness  

  please protect our students.

Sr. Loretta taught History, Math, and Religion at St. 
Francis Academy from 1944-1952. From 1956 until  
1958 she served as the principal of St. Francis Academy.  
Later on, she was fixture in the Guidance Office at Joliet 
Catholic High School from 1974-1990. 

Sr. Dolores Zemont, O.S.F., General Superior of the  

Sisters of St. Francis of Mary Immaculate said, “this statue 
honoring Sr. Loretta is fitting because she ministered at 
both St. Francis Academy and Joliet Catholic High, the two 
co-founding schools of Joliet Catholic Academy.”

St. Clare of Assisi renounced her wealth as a young girl 
and became one of the first followers of St. Francis of  
Assisi. She founded the Order of Poor Ladies of San Damiano, 
which was renamed after her death to honor her as the  
Order of St. Clare.

St. Clare was canonized in 1255 by Pope Alexander IV.  
St. Clare was designated as the patron saint of television in 
1958 by Pope Pius XII, because when St. Clare was very ill,  
she could not attend mass and was reportedly able to see  
and hear it on the wall in her room. 

She is also the patroness of eye disease, goldsmiths,  
and laundry.

Clare is often pictured carrying a monstrance or pyx,  
to commemorate the time she warded off soldiers at the 
gates of her convent with the Blessed Sacrament.

St. Clare’s feast day is celebrated on August 11. 

 
Information on St. Clare can be found at  

www.catholic.org/saints
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Joliet CatholiC aCademy  
CommiSSionS new SChool  

Seal to Celebrate itS  
heritage

When JCA students, faculty, and staff returned to campus for the 2016-2017 school 
year, they were greeted by the completion of Heritage Quad. The quad includes walls 
paying tribute to the three schools that became Joliet Catholic Academy: De La Salle High 
School, Joliet Catholic High School, and St. Francis Academy. It provides a new gathering 
place for students and alumni. It also brings back the Victory Light, which has survived  
as a symbol for the school, and is now back on campus in physical form.

Rev. Bob Colaresi, a member of the JCA Board of Members who 
was principal at the old Joliet Catholic High School on  
Broadway where the original Victory Light still resides 
said, “It’s a great reproduction…the physicality of  
a symbol means everything”.

Spurred on by encouragement from  
JCA’s founding orders, the Carmelites and  
Franciscans, the JCA administration sought  
to celebrate it’s 147-year tradition of 
Catholic education in the Joliet and Will 
County area by re-creating a school seal 
that included elements of past school  
seals from Joliet Catholic High School and  
St. Francis Academy.

All agreed that Joliet Catholic Academy’s 
iconic Victory Light would stand proudly at 
the center of the new seal, a beacon to future 
generations of Angels and Hilltopper’s seeking 
to emulate the past and current successes of JCA’s 
22,700 alumni.

JCA president/principal Dr. Jeffrey Budz said, “It was 
important for us as a school to display the iconic symbol of 
the Victory Light and also the names and symbols of our founding 
orders the Carmelites and Franciscans. This powerful symbol, which you 
see throughout our community on cars, billboards, and in Heritage Quad represents the 
spiritual, academic, social, and athletic successes that a Carmelite and Franciscan education 
has provided and will continue to provide for future generations”.

A committee group consisting of JCA faculty, staff, current students, alumni, Carmelites, 
and Franciscans met throughout the 2015-2016 school year to decide on what elements of 
JCA’s history should be included in a traditional seal. The words “Carmelite” and “Franciscan” 

were imperative, because JCA is unique in that it is the only high school in the country 
co-sponsored by these two religious orders, which are both noted for their excellence in 
education and producing leaders across the country.

Sister Dolores Zemont, OSF, president of the Sisters of St. Francis of Mary Immaculate 
and a current member of JCA’s Board of Members said, “‘the JCA seal represents a long 

tradition of educational history of both orders – the Franciscans and the Carmelites, 
joined together in one great school. The crest of the Franciscans on the 

seal bears the traditional coat of arms of the Franciscan Order, the 
crossed hands of Jesus and St. Francis, over the cross”.

The traditional coat of arms of the Franciscan Order 
sits to the right of the Victory Light on the seal, joined 

on the opposite side by the Carmelite Shield. The 
Carmelite Shield “consists of a white mountain, 

representing Mount Carmel in Haifa Israel, the 
Carmelite Order’s place of origin. The stars  
represent the Marian and Elian traditions of the 
Order. The star on the mountain represents the 
Virgin Mary to whom the Order is dedicated. 
The two stars in the upper portion of the shield 
are the prophets Elijah and Elisha. These two 

men from the Book of Kings in the Old Testa-
ment are considered the spiritual inspirations  

of the Order today.
At the center of the seal stands JCA Victory 

Light, which epitomizes Joliet Catholic Academy.  
It was built in imitation of the original St. Pat’s Church, 

because Catholic High on Broadway Street, where the original 
Victory Light still resides, stands on the site of what once was St. 

Patrick’s. The tower was originally lit in 1927 to inform Joliet residents 
of the Hillmen’s victory at the National Catholic Basketball Championship. 

Now the Victory Light burns after any major victory, athletic or academic.
Today the JCA Official School Seal (which bears the year 1869 on its base, commem-

orating the founding of Catholic education in Joliet by the Franciscan sisters at St. Francis 
Academy) is a powerful symbol to the community of tradition, spirit, loyalty, knowledge, 
and truth.
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JCa hall of ChampionS  
induCtS third ClaSS

By DICK GOSS - Joliet Herald News

The Joliet Catholic Academy Hall of Champions was 
introduced in 2014 with a class consisting of Gordie Gillespie, 
Bill Gullickson, Allie Quigley, Jim Stefanich and Tom Thayer.

There was no way that class could be topped. Yet the 
Class of 2015 – Mike Alstott, Terry Gannon, Mark Grant, Tippy 
Madarik and Liz Tortorello-Nelson – came close to matching 
the inaugural group.

Certainly the well of true superstars had run dry when  
it came time for the Class of 2016. Everyone who attended 
last Saturday night’s induction ceremony in the Joliet  
Catholic Student Activity Center would beg to differ.

The inductees are Jane Condon, Pat Mudron, Mark  
Parker, Jack Perconte and Pat Sullivan, along with coach  
John “Baldy” Carroll in the newly added Legend category.  

As accomplished as all the new inductees were in the 
athletic arena, the respect they have earned as people stands 
out even more.

“These people gave back, they have cared about others 
all through their lives,” said Dan Sharp, the JCA athletic 
director, football coach and master of ceremonies for the  
induction. “We are honoring them for what they accom-
plished on the field and the way they have represented our 
school and community.”

Sharp spoke on behalf of Carroll, the school’s all-time 
leader in wins among boys basketball coaches with a  
193-80 record. The Hilltoppers, then DeLaSalle, won three 
national Catholic championships under his guidance. 
 

JANE CONDON (’75)

The Class of 2016 was presented via video presentation, 
beginning with Condon. “I am delighted to be recognized 
with such a deserving group,” Condon said. “Growing up in 
the ‘60s and ‘70s, it was extremely more difficult for girls 
to compete than it is today. Title IX in 1972 was landmark 
legislation. My life would have been vastly different if not for 
having the opportunity to play athletics in high school  
and college.” 
 
PAT MUDRON (‘67)

The video presentation on Mudron, an all-state football 
player and state heavyweight wrestling champion, included 
former Joliet Catholic football player and local attorney  
Mike Hansen saying that Mudron “still is the very best high 
school football player the Joliet area ever has produced.” 
Mudron, who played at Notre Dame and is a Joliet city 
councilman, told a humorous story about how he almost 
did not allow Sharp to notify him of his Hall of Champions 
selection. Before moving on to Parker, Sharp said, “The  
most intimidating thing ever had to be that picture of Pat 
(Mudron) in a singlet that was outside the entrance to  
the gym at the old Catholic High.” 
 
MARK PARKER (‘76)

Parker was the quarterback on the Hilltoppers’ first state 
championship football team, the point guard in basketball 
and catcher in baseball. After a year stay at St. Francis, he 
transferred to Coe College, where his number is retired, and 
played all three sports there. He became a teacher, coach 
and administrator at the high school level in Iowa. He talked 
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about some former and current Hall of Champions inductees. 
“We are all still part of the team no matter what we are doing,” 
he said. “Make sure you do what you can to make it better 
 for everyone you come in contact with ... I still can hear coach 
Gillespie.” 
 
JACK PERCONTE (‘72)

Perconte, the first of many Joliet Catholic major leaguers, 
played seven seasons in the big leagues, carried a .270  
career batting average and stole 31 bases in 33 attempts one 
season. He is the author of multiple books on baseball  
and operates the www.baseballcoachingtips.net web site.  
His baseball academy is in Naperville. 

“This is so cool,” Perconte said. “If I could borrow from an 
old Harry Chapin song, old friends, they mean much more  
to me than the new friends  ‘cause they can see where you  
are and they know where you’ve been.

“Gordie Gillespie was the greatest. I grew up on the  
east side of Joliet idolizing guys like Pat Sullivan and Pat 
Mudron. They were my heroes.” 
 
PAT SULLIVAN (‘61)

Sullivan, the retired Hall of Fame basketball coach from 
the University of St. Francis in Joliet, joked that he did not 
belong in the company of four great athletes such as Condon, 
Mudron, Parker and Perconte.

Sullivan traveled extensively for 10 years working with 
McGregor Sports and consistently came in contact with 
big-name coaches. He finished with a thought that the Joliet 
Catholic family echoes.

“When I got home to Joliet, I knew the best coach 
 in America was right here – Gordie Gillespie,” Sullivan said.

In 1960 Matt Gregurich, a machinist by trade, went to a sale at the old Joliet Catholic High school  
to try to obtain machine tools in order to begin a machine shop business. At this time Joliet Catholic  
had discontinued their trades programs and were liquidating the equipment. It would be here where 
Matt would purchase his first machine tool with money loaned to him from his uncle. Hence, General 
Machine & Tool was born in 1962. Throughout the years Matt and his wife Barbara experienced all  
the usual highs and lows of business.  Along the way they had one daughter and six sons.

Five of the boys graduated from the old Joliet Catholic and one from the new Joliet Catholic Academy. 
Today, the business has grown to two current locations, one in Crest hill, and one in Joliet. The business 
employs 34 employees and provides 
machine repair as well as machine tool 
building and Fabricating for all types of 
industries all over the country.

Two years ago, when JCA began 
cutting ground for the Victory Light 
project, an issue came up at  
a quad meeting on what was the  
best possible way to actually make  
the cross/halo ‘topper for the  
structure. The plans were all drawn  
up, but between the board and  
the architects there was no firm  
solution on how to make the desired 
irregular shape of the halo.  Making  
it of course required it to resemble the plans and keep it as light as possible.  JCA director of 

development John Horn began to think of possible avenues for consultation on this issue. John 
knew of Matt’s son Rick Gregurich ’87 and consulted him. John was then referred to Rick’s brother  
Jim Gregurich ’85 at the General Machine & Tool Fabrication Facility. Jim had an idea and began to  
build a “mock up” cross section of the halo design and presented it to John and the board.

The “mock up” was built and presented. The prototype was accepted and the build began.  During  
the build, Jim’s son Adam Gregurich assisted him in many operations from CAD design, to forming  
and actual fabrication and welding. After approximately eight weeks, the stainless-steel cross/halo 
‘topper was built.  

The Gregurich family decided to generously donate the halo. The assembly was delivered on May 
28th 2015.

Jim Gregurich said, “between myself, my father Matt, brother Rick, and my son Adam it was a  
really great honor to have had three generations of our family involved in this historic build here in 
Joliet.”

The Gregurich family, and their graciousness throughout the project, is a living testament to the 
family and tradition represented in the Heritage Quad project at Joliet Catholic Academy.

Gregurich Family  
Creates and Donates 
Halo and Cross for  
Heritage Quad

Workers install the cross and halo created and donated by 
the Gregurich family as the ‘topper to the Victory Light

(L to R) Samantha Quigley ’06, Jane Condon ’75, Allie Quigley 
’04 pose at the 3rd annual Hall of Champions banquet.
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JCA Advances Educational Experience 
through 1:1 Technology Initiative during 
2016-2017 School Year

Joliet Catholic Academy understands the importance of 
education and technology working hand in hand to enhance 
the learning experience, preparing students for a successful 
future. JCA seeks to challenge all students with a rigorous 
curriculum, utilizing state of the art technology and the  
most current trends in curriculum integration. It is JCA’s goal 
to provide all students with access to digital curricular  
content and the latest productivity applications; training 
in the use of applications that enhance learning, and 
coursework in digital citizenship for the appropriate and 
responsible technology use. 
 
1:1 INITIATIVE

JCA strongly believes that the 1:1 Technology Initiative 
supports its mission, “to cultivate opportunities for academic 
excellence.” JCA is 1:1 during the 2016-2017 school year with  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
all freshman and sophomores using Lenovo N22 laptops.

Teachers have been trained and are prepared and excited 
to work with all students using the latest technology  
available to provide new and unique learning opportunities. 
The benefits of going 1:1 are limitless and include  
opportunities such as:

	 	 •	Increased	student-centered	learning

	 	 •	Enhanced	student	and	teacher	collaboration
	 	 •	Increased	student	engagement,	 

     accountability, and creativity
	 	 •	Efficient	feedback	on	formative	and	 

      summative assessments
	 	 •	Organization	of	notes,	homework,	tests,	 

      and projects all in one device. Student  
      accountability will increase, as they will be  
      able to access their schoolwork and notes  
      from anywhere, eliminating times where they   
      may forget important study materials in  
      lockers or classrooms. 
 
COMPUTER CENTER

A state of the art facility where the students have a quiet 
and comfortable environment to do schoolwork on their  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
laptops. For students without laptops, there are three labs  
fully equipped with PCs. Teaching stations with projectors  
provide opportunities for modeling during instruction. Also,  
with the new Office 365 initiative, even students without 
laptops will be able to work on their schoolwork and access  
their files stored in OneDrive.

Lab computers have been equipped with the latest  
Adobe Creative Suite which gives students access to  

programs like Adobe Photoshop and Lightroom for photo 
processing, Adobe Premiere for making videos, Adobe In 
Design, and Adobe Illustrator for Yearbook and Newspaper. 
The complete Adobe Creative Suites, which are normally  
a $600/year cost to the public, are available in the labs to  
JCA students at no additional cost.

JCA also is continuing the tradition of the JCA Tech  
Club, which meets in the Computer Center twice each week 
after school to broaden the minds of those students  
interested in technology.

The members will have access to fun and exciting  
projects not available in the classroom environments. 
 
MICROSOfT INNOVATION fOR EDUCATION AND 
INCREASED SAVINGS fOR fAMILIES

JCA’s 1:1 initiative is based on the Microsoft/Windows  
10 Platform. All student computers are equipped with Office 
365 and each student has a JCA email account through  
Microsoft Outlook. With the Office 365 accounts, students 
have access to the complete Office Suite of programs, as  
well as OneNote, One Drive, and all other free Microsoft 
applications. Office365 is also provided for all current juniors 
and seniors. With the school Office365 accounts, each  
student is allowed to install Office Pro on up to five devices  
at home and those licenses will stay active for as long as  
they are students at JCA. This alone provides a value that  
can be realized at up to $120 per year, which more than 
makes up for the one-time cost of purchasing the Lenovo 
N22 laptop at $215.99 
 
TECHNOLOGY IN THE CLASSROOM

All classrooms are equipped with the latest technology 
needed to ensure an education that prepares students to  
be ready for a future filled with endless possibilities. With 
Microsoft Innovations for Education, teachers and students 
have a wide variety of programs available to them to aid  
in doing everything from organization to collaboration to 
innovation and creativity. Examples include: OneNote  
Class Notebooks, Mix, Sway, Yammer, Skype, Socrative, 
Graphing Calculator, AutoCollage, and CronoZoom.
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JCA Students Learn History  
of Heritage Quad in Freshman
Theology

Joliet Catholic Academy’s Theology Department is the 
first high school in the Diocese of Joliet to track student 
cognition and affect development using the NCEA’s IFG 
standardized testing, developed with the National  
Conference of Catholic Bishops. Part of the curriculum in  
the JCA Theology department is based on the charisms  
of our sponsors, the Carmelites and Franciscans. In order  
to better understand these charisms, freshman students  
recently undertook a project researching the histories of 
both religious orders, and were able to do so in the  
brand new Heritage Quad which commemorates the 
contributions of the founders of Joliet Catholic Academy.

JCA freshman students in Mr. Cory McDermott’s  
Theology class recently packed up their new laptops and 
headed outside in small groups to research the school’s 
founding religious orders and understand many of the 
symbols and history present in Heritage Quad.

Freshman Madi Mikuska said, “It was different because  
I’d never had class outside before. We were outside and 
active, researching the history of our school and getting a  
lot of information on the Heritage Quad walls commem-
orating (De La Salle, Joliet Catholic High School, and St. 
Francis Academy). I learned that the Mayo Clinic (one of  
the world’s leading hospitals) was formed by Mother  
Alfred Moes and the Sisters of Saint Francis in 1889 (after 
the Sisters had founded St. Francis Academy in Joliet  
in 1869).”

Mikuska also commented on the recent addition of  
two new statues to the Heritage Quad: St. Francis of Assisi 
and Our Lady of Mt. Carmel. Both statues arrived just in 
time for JCA’s annual Heritage Week, which took place from 
October 3 rd -9 th and included an all school mass, as well 
as specific days dedicated to prayer, generosity, gratitude,  
and hospitality. The statues were created by renowned 
Christian artist Timothy P. Schmalz, who has received 
worldwide attention for his “Homeless Jesus” statues 
located all across the globe.

McDermott added, “It is important for our students to 
know their heritage, and to understand how important the  
contributions to education in this area that the Carmelites 
and Franciscans have made over 147 years. A Carmelite and 
Franciscan education, and most importantly an education 
centered upon the teachings of Jesus Christ is the most 
important thing we provide to our students at JCA on a 
daily basis.”

Freshman Kyle Michel said, “the laptops allow us not 
to have to carry any books, and it was nice to have a day 
outside of the classroom to be able to learn in another  
environment.” Fellow freshman Moira Cardwell added, “it 
keeps us more organized, on top of things, and accountable 
being able to access our school work at any time. I can  
monitor my grades through ‘Plus Portals’ and doing fun 
projects like in Mr. McDermott’s class are possible because 
of the mobile devices. My whole family went to JCA, so  
I liked learning about the history in Heritage Quad.”

To learn more about JCA’s 1:1 Technology Initiatives 
visit http://www.jca-online.org/technology/. JCA is also  
currently half way towards its goal in fundraising $1.5  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
million towards Phase II of the Capital Initiative “Building 
Our Future”. The second phase of the capital initiative 
(Phase I included new windows on the front of the school, 
Heritage Quad, and the upgrade of WiFi infrastructure) 
is highlighted by the push to have all classrooms in the 
building equipped with air conditioning by the 2017-2018 
school year.

“Building Our Future” upgrades center around creating 
the optimal learning environment for JCA students. Besides 
the addition of air conditioning, the capital initiative also 
includes further improvements to the WiFi infrastructure 
as the entire school transitions to 1:1, new back windows 
to increase energy efficiency, as well as updates to the 
outdoor prayer garden and lighting along Tradition Road  
and Victory Way located at the rear of the campus.

For more information on Phase II and instructions on 
how to join us in “Building Our Future” contact JCA Director 
of Development Mr. John Horn at jhorn@jca-online.org or 
815.741.0500, ext. 276, or visit http://www.jca-online.org/
phase-ii-capital-campaign/.
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Fall Sports
Junior golfer Jake Pluth records highest finish at 
state tournament in modern day school history

Like many weekend warriors, Joliet Catholic Academy junior 
golfer Jake Pluth used to just “grip it and rip it” relying more on his 
natural athleticism than being a technician when it came to the 
game of golf. In fact, Pluth only starting playing golf right before 
high schools, so his transformation over the last three years has 
been that much more impressive. The number one player in 
the Hilltopper golf program, Pluth recently finished the season 
with an 8 th place finish at the IHSA Class 2A state tournament, 
shooting what is believed to be a modern day school record 72. 
Pluth joins Alex Fried as the only Hilltopper all-staters in the last 
41 years.

JCA head golf coach Mark Hansen, who has led the Hilltoppers 
for the past 38 seasons said, “He is a golfer. Some people like to 
‘play’ golf, but Jake competes daily. He never gets rattled, he 
handles pressure situations and knows how to recover. Jake has 
the best finish at the state tournament during my tenure as head 
coach, and we’ve had some great golfers over the years.”

Pluth’s 72 at the state tournament at Illinois State University 
was impressive in that he rebounded from a first round 80, good 
for a 152 stroke overall performance, finishing tied for 8th place. 
The 72 was tied for the lowest round shot by a golfer in the two 
championship rounds for top individuals in Class 2A. Pluth’s 
personal best low-round is a 66 shot at Mistwood Golf Club in 
Romeoville, IL.

Last year at the state tournament as a sophomore, Pluth 
finished 43 rd overall. On his maturation as golfer the JCA junior 
stated, “I control the ball a lot better and have more of a clue 
when I’m out there. Playing tougher courses during IJGA and 
MAJGT tournament play in the offseason helped me prepare for 
this season.”

Pluth’s dream would be to play collegiate golf at the Univer-
sity of Illinois, but playing at a Division-I school is his goal. “I’ve 
been practicing every day the last three years to keep getting 
better and I’m excited about the amount of young talent that we 
have at JCA that is quickly improving. I’m looking forward to be a 
captain next year as a senior and taking on more of a leadership 
role in our program.”

What’s even more impressive is despite the hours 
he’s spent honing his craft on the golf course, Pluth 
still manages to maintain a 3.97 G.P.A. taking courses 
like Honors Pre-Calculus and A.P. Physics. One thing is 

for sure, if Pluth has come this far in only four years of 
playing competitive golf, the sky is the limit as far as 
his future potential and the heights he may take the 
Hilltopper golf program in the next year.

 Left to right:  JCA golf coach Keith Klein, Jake Pluth, JCA head golf coach Mark Hansen
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JCA’s Bauer-Hutchison claim school’s first  
state tennis championship By DICK GOSS Joliet Herald News

Highlights

Joliet Catholic Academy seniors Maddie Bauer  
and McCoy Hutchison arrived at the Girls State Tennis 
Tournament knowing they had a chance to accomplish 
something special.

After all, the four-year doubles team had lost one  
set all season – that to Benet’s Katie Telford and Pauline 
Neubert on a tiebreaker in the semifinals of the Class  
1A Benet Sectional a week earlier – and they were the  
No. 1 seed at state.

Being recognized as potentially the best, and actually 
going out and proving it, are two different things. Yet  
Bauer and Hutchison were up to the challenge. They  
beat a familiar opponent in Telford and Neubert in the 
championship match Saturday, 6-4, 6-1, to finish the season  
33-0 and become the first 1A championship doubles team  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
in state history.

“We’re so excited,” Hutchison said shortly after it ended. 
“We had a huge hug when we got the last point. It was  
the best feeling ever.”

“To be state champions, it’s awesome,” Bauer said. “We 
had confidence all season, and it was our communication 
that got us here. Our coach, Bob Tomasino (JCA assistant 
who works largely with doubles under head coach Terry 
Wrona), talked with us all season about keeping our heads 
straight and staying under control. He deserves a lot of 
credit for this.”

Hutchison said the credit for the title goes equally to  
the two players “and to our coach. He was great.”

The championship doubles effort, coupled with 
freshman Nina Bertino’s run to the consolation semifinals in 

singles, gave the Angels second place in the team standings 
with 21 points behind only Benet’s 22. Bloomington Central 
Catholic, Rock Island Alleman and Chicago Latin all had 20 
and Chicago U-High totaled 19.

“Mia did so great as a freshman,” Hutchison said of 
Bertino, who went 4-2 at state. The Bauer-Hutchison duo 
has been paired since freshman year. This was their fourth 
year at state, third as sectional champs, but in the first three 
years, girls tennis was in one class.

“I think it was nice to have two classes for girls tennis,” 
Bauer said. “There are more opportunities. We played 
against great teams in both (one-class system and 1A).”

The first set Saturday against Telford and Neubert was 
key. Bauer-Hutchison led 3-1, trailed 4-3, then won the  
last three games for the 6-4 victory. “We had momentum  
at that point but no matter what, we knew we could not  
let up,” Hutchison said.

“Benet definitely was the best opponent we faced all 
season, and they beat us in a set last week, so there was 
pressure until we ended it,” said Bauer, who, like Hutchison, 
is an excellent student and will attend a large university 
and not play college tennis.

“
”

We had confidence  
all season, and it  

was our communication  
that got us here

Maddie Bauer - Joliet Catholic Academy senior  JCA seniors McCoy Hutchison and Maddie Bauer celebrate after a home victory this fall 
en route to the school’s first ever state championship in tennis.
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Chicago Cubs’ Len Kasper  
Headlines annual Hilltopper 
Banquet By DICK GOSS  

Joliet Herald News

Since Mark Grant became the master of ceremonies for  
the annual Joliet Catholic Academy Hilltopper Banquet  
a few years ago, his chore has included doing a little home- 
work on the guess speaker.

Sure, he knew about sports figures such as Paul  
Azinger, Eddie Olczyk and Mike Ditka, but they were not 
personal acquaintances before the night of the event.

Regardless of his relative unfamiliarity, though, the 
personable Grant, who always is up for a good laugh,  
made the banquets work for the audience in the JCA  

Student Activity Center.
This year’s event – held Thursday night – was a little 

different.
Grant, a 1981 Joliet Catholic graduate who went on  

to pitch in the major leagues for several years, is the color  
commentator for Padres TV in San Diego. He and Cubs  
television play-by-play man Len Kasper have been friends 
working in the same business for a better part of 20 years.

Their conversation flowed smoothly as they sat at  
the table in the center of the stage and went back and forth 

talking baseball. With Grant a die-hard Cubs’ fan growing  
up, and Kasper having been with the Cubs since 2005  
and, of course, throughout this world championship season, 
it was a memorable night of baseball banter.

“Mark Grant is one of my best friends in the world,” 
Kasper said before it began. “Especially when you’re doing 
local games, you have to have fun with it. Mark does that. 
My partner, Jim Deshaies, being a left-handed pitcher, he 
has a quirky sense of humor. We have a lot of fun together.”

He expressed similar sentiments for the Cubs’ radio  
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SfA Class of ’55 – Celebrated their reunion at a luncheon on Saturday,  
September 17 th at Al’s Steakhouse in Joliet. The ladies enjoyed talking, 
laughing and even had the pleasure of seeing one of their classmates  
in their class uniform.

JCHS Class of ‘56 – The gentlemen of the Joliet Catholic High School 
Class of ’56 celebrated their reunion with the class and style of a true Hilltop-
per. Their day began with a mass at JCA officiated by Fr. Jack Welch, ‘56 and  
Fr. Bernie Bauerle, ’56. They took some time to visit the Heritage Quad and 
then gathered formally at the Joliet Country Club. Memories and laughs  
were enjoyed by all.

JCHS/SfA Class of ‘61 - ‘61’s – 55th class reunion was a really, fun  
casual night at the Croatian Club and they would highly recommend it to 
anyone planning a gathering. Eighty-five SFA/JCHS classmates gathered  
for a fun night reminiscing with old friends, enjoying delicious food,  
and dancing to a band playing 50-60’s songs. Plans are underway for our 
“75th Birthday Bash” sometime in 2018.

JCHS/SfA Class of ’66 – A full weekend was spent golfing, watching 
JCA football, touring the school, having dinner, dancing and celebrating  
their faith by the JCHS/SFA Class of 66. Lots of laughs and a great time  
was had by all.

JCHS/SfA Class of ’76 – This fun group of friends started their reunion  
with Witches Night Out on Thursday, October 20th. Friday the gang  
gathered for the JCA football game and then Saturday took a tour of JCA  
and had dinner, drinks and laughs at the Joliet Historical Museum.

JCHS/SfA Class of ’81 – celebrated in their usual way… with a whole  
lot of laughs and fun. Classmates met at JCA’s Heritage Quad for food,  
drinks and music. A bus arrived and took the class on a tour of Joliet area 
bars where memories were made and memories were shared.

JCHS/SfA Class of ‘86 – The JCHS/SFA Class of ’86 enjoyed a full day of  
reminiscing and enjoying stories of their glory days. The day began  
at JCA with a tour of the school and continued at Embers in Lockport for 
drinks, great food, laughs and dancing too.

JCA Class of ‘91 – The JCA Class of ’91 enjoyed seeing familiar faces as  
they gathered at the JCA Varsity football game and then continued their 
celebration at Traditions Bar & Grill. Classmates came together from  
all over. Lots of smiles and laughs were shared amongst one another.

JCA Class of ‘96 – JCA’s Class of ’96 shared a weekend of laughs for sure.  
The fun began on Friday for an informal gathering at the JCA Varsity  
football game and then continued on Saturday with a full blown party at  
the Inwood Golf Course Cart Barn. The reunion gathering was complete  
with a photo booth that allowed classmates to make further memories.

Alumni News:  
Class Reunion Recap

color commentator, Lockport graduate Ron Coomer.
“Ron is the best teammate ever,” Kasper said. “We’re partners, sitting together on the planes. 

When there was a change a couple years ago, he called me and said, ‘You and I are together now.’  
He is a terrific broadcaster and human being.”

Kasper said the feeling he gets is that Cubs’ fans still are basking in the glow of winning the 
World Series, as well they should be. They are not ready to look ahead to next year quite yet.  
“The chance to repeat will be there for a long time to come,” he said. “But you have to enjoy this 
while you can. The only thing close to a dynasty in baseball in recent years is the Giants winning 
every other year for a while.”

“If there is a team out there poised for a dynasty, though, it is the Cubs. It will be very tough  
for the starting rotation to be better than it was this year, but the offense and defense could  
be even better as all the young kids mature.”

With the World Series games not on local TV, Kasper worked with Coomer and Pat Hughes  
in the Cubs’ radio booth. One of his jobs was to get to the clubhouse late in the game and get ready 
to grab a player of the game for an interview.

“In Game 7, I got down to the clubhouse in the bottom of the seventh inning with the Cubs 
leading 6-3,” he said. “The work crew was down there wheeling the scaffolding into the Cubs’ locker 
room for the trophy presentation, and they’re bringing in racks of T-shirts and raincoats.

“That’s all happening, and then I’m hearing the reaction of the crowd before what happened 
shows on the monitor we’re watching. ‘Oh, my God, he [Rajai Davis] hit a home run.’ The game is tied 
in the bottom of the eighth. So they say, ‘OK, let’s go get all this stuff to the Cleveland clubhouse. 
That’s the moment when I said, ‘uh, oh.’ And then there was the rain delay.

“It was almost appropriate that Cubs’ fans would have to go through the ringer like that.” Kasper, 
though, said the Cubs had the best team this season, and even during the “uh, oh’” moment, there 
was no reason to lose faith.

He used Kris Bryant as an example.
“Kris Bryant was raised right,” he said. “He is a respectful, courteous young man. He also may  

be the best baserunner in the league. When he scored from third when Davis caught the short  
fly ball flat-footed, when he scored from first on Anthony Rizzo’s hit, those are the types of things 
that separate this Cubs team from good Cubs teams of the past. What bad moments there are,  
they’re the exception.

“You know how it was always wait until next year? Well, the Cubs are telling the rest of the 
league, you wait until next year.”

The fun has just begun.

 Left to right: Mark Grant ‘81, Jeff Phelan ‘86, Len Kasper

Class of 1966.
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Benefitting JCA Students
 
 
 
 
Highlighted  
Scholarship:  
The Matt Sicinski  
Memorial Scholarship

Endowed scholarships have continued to  
grow at JCA, as more and more alumni have 
stepped up to the plate in recent years recognizing 
the need to provide financial assistance so  
that students may realize the possibility of a 
Catholic education. During the 2015-2016 school 
year, JCA students received over $860,000 in 
financial aid. 

Tim ‘90 and Katie Schuster read about a  
highlighted scholarship in a past issue of Tradition, 
and felt an endowed scholarship in honor of  
Tim’s best friend from high school, the late Matt 
Sicinski would be fitting. The Schusters, with  
the backing of Matt’s family, including his mother 
and father Carol and Karl, established the Matthew 
Sicinski Memorial endowed scholarship.

Tim said, “It’s a classic Catholic school story,  
we met freshman year in homeroom because  
we sat next to each other in alphabetical order.  
We really wanted this scholarship to be in honor  
of Matt family: his wife Julia, daughter Mei-Lin, 
and parents Carol and Karl.”

Matt’s life was the embodiment of the  
Tradition of Service highlighted at JCA throughout 
the school’s history. He spent ten years as an  
altar server during his youth at St. Mary Immac-
ulate in Plainfield, tutored high school foreign 
language students in his spare time, volunteered  
at the soup kitchen at St. James on Chicago’s  
south side and at Saints Faith, Hope & Charity  
Catholic Parish in Winnetka. Every Christmas,  
Matt and Julia also sponsored two needy children 
through the Chicago Sun Times. 

His mother Carol said, “typical of Matt and 
Julia, when it came to kids from poverty they 
provided.” In 2005, Matt and Julia adopted  
their daughter, Me-Lin, from China. Carol added, 
“Matt was a warm and caring person whose  
main love was his weekly Euchre party. He was  
a pretty good scuba diver, enjoyed trap shooting, 
working on cars, and college football...which 
would necessitate a call to Tim Schuster if  
Michigan lost!”

Interested in giving towards a JCA scholarship, 
or creating a new endowed scholarship? Contact  
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 

JCA Director of Development John Horn at jhorn@
jca-online.org or 815.741.0500, ext. 276.
To see a complete list of scholarships JCA  
students currently receive visit http://www.
jca-online.org/admissions/financial-aid/

JCA Announces  
Heritage Award  
Program

In celebration of the opening of Heritage 
Quad, Joliet Catholic Academy looks to honor its 
past by ensuring that future students continue  
to develop into the successful leaders that JCA,  
Joliet Catholic High School, and St. Francis  
Academy have been producing for more than  
147 years in business, education, community 
service, and other industries.
The Joliet Catholic Academy administration is 
proud to announce the creation of the Heritage 
Award Fund. These merit-based awards focus 
on leadership, talent, and service.The Heritage 
Award can be renewed as the recipient continues 
to develop in those areas throughout four years 
at Joliet Catholic Academy. 
 

Heritage Award  
Overview:

Heritage Award Applications were available 
from October 1, 2016 until December 1, 2016 
this year.

Awards will be announced in late January/
early February after JCA’s Placement Exam and 
the Heritage Award interview dates.

The Heritage Award ranges from $1,000-
$5,000 per year. Award amounts will be based  
on the number of applications received each  
year and can be renewed each year.

Award based on a combination of middle 
school grades, involvement in extra-curricular 
activities, and the potential to grow into  
a leader within the Joliet Catholic Academy 
community. Interested in giving towards the 
Heritage Award Fund? Contact JCA Director of 
Development John Horn at jhorn@jca-online.org  
or 815.741.0500, ext. 276.

Joliet Catholic Academy’s  
32nd Annual Jubilate:  
“Cowboys and Angels” 

You can choose your attire for the evening of Saturday, March 11,  
2017: Diamonds or Denim or better yet wear  
both at Joliet Catholic Academy’s fundraising event, “Cowboys and  
Angels.” We are trying to “round everyone up” for this dinner, dancing,  
auction event at Bolingbrook Golf Club which raises money for our  
JCA students.

A round of applause goes to our Event Chairs, Lisa & Tony Sandora  
and Alex and John Quinn (’86). They both have made it clear that this  
Classy Hoedown will have something for everyone. They, along with  
their 50-member parent committee, are promising to get you “Sippin  
and Singin” till the cows come home. Alex & John Quinn have  
commented, “Our auction items are always creative and hold their  
value with all the awesome extras they include. Our live auction  
promises to contain some great sports memorabilia from the Chicago’s  
Cubs and Blackhawks along with fabulous trips and surprise items.”

At Jubilate 2017, the Joliet Catholic Academy Recognition Award  
will be bestowed upon Patsy (Liker ’60) and the late Harold Pat  
Graham (’59). The Graham’s have made a difference in the lives of our  
JCA students by their contributions of time, talents and generous  
assistance to our community. Pat & Patsy’s children and grandchildren  
share in this celebration of honoring their grandparents. Dr. Jeff Budz  
was quoted as saying, “Pat & Patsy always supported the efforts of  
many that are committed to providing a quality, faith-based education 
rooted in the fundamental teachings of Jesus Christ.” We truly thank  
them for investing in the future of our students.

Kick-up your spurs in support of our JCA students. Lisa & Tony  
Sandora want all to know that everyone is invited: parents, alumni,  
friends and community members. In addition, if you would like to  
donate an auction item, make a reservation or purchase a cash raffle  
ticket, please call Christine M. Voss, Director of Special Events (815- 
773-0784), for further information.
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It was a beautiful day for golf, full of sunshine and Joliet Catholic Academy friends, 
alums and supporters. The SFA-DLS-JCHS-JCA Alumni Association would like to thank  
all of the golfers, sponsors, volunteers for the gift of fellowship and fun. The day was  
made possible by the generous contributions from Edward Jones, Ed Dollinger, JCHS ’81, 
Mark Karner, JCHS ’83, Matt Schimanski, JCA ’98; Speedway Auto; Esser Hayes Insurance 
Group, State Senator Jennifer Bertino-Tarrant, SFA ’87; First Choice Temporary Service,  
Inc. – Jane Condon, SFA ’75; D’Arcy Motors; Service of Will, Grundy & Kankakee Counties, 
Inc. – Frank DiBartolomeo, JCHS ’81; @Properties/DMD Realty Team; Gloria Dollinger;  
The Gillespie Family; Turk Furniture; The Flooring Guys, Inc.; Gerald Nissan of Naperville; 
Lauren Staley Ferry, JCA ’96; Twin-Dor, Inc.; Morris Dermatology, Dr. Cary Ann Sienko 
Jenkins, JCA ’92; Standard Bank – Don Johnson, JCA ’96; Primus Electronics; Kazma  
Family Foundation; Wermer, Rogers, Duran & Ruzon; Laurie McPhillips Weglarz; First  
Midwest Bank – Dan Mihelich, JCHS ’84; Riverstone Investments; O’DeKirk, Allred &  
Associates, LLC; Tim Klotz Memorial Fund; The Kevin Quinn Family; Senator Sue Rezin; 
Tezak’s Home to Celebrate Life; Martin Whalen Office Solutions; Tyson Motors. Thank  
you for your continued support! We couldn’t do it without you all!!

2016 Alumni Golf Outing

JCA Announces 2016  
Spirit Raffle Winners and  
Top Student Sellers

Congratulations to our 2016 JCA Spirit 
Raffle winners and thank you to our top  
student sellers (they picked the winners)! 
Also, a big thanks to JCA Director of Special 
Events Chris Voss, Mrs. Rosie Costa, and  
all the JCA Parent Association members/ 
volunteers that made this year’s Spirit  
Raffle a success. 
 
Winners of the JCA Spirit Raffle: 
 
$5,000 – Heather Dzurney –  
                    Mother of Gracie Dzurney (Fresh) 
$2,500 – Jim Trabold – Dad of Tony Trabold  
                    (Soph) 
 

$1,500 – Mickey Mikuska – Grandfather of  
                   Madison Mikuska (Fresh) 
$500 –    Jim Tacchia – Dad of Emma Tacchia  
                  (Fresh) 
$500 –   John Cooper – Sold by Christopher  
                 Ray (Junior)

 
Top Selling Students of the JCA  
Spirit Raffle: 
 
Maddie Bauer and Joseph Costa – 1st Place 
Co-sellers 
Abi Voss – 2nd Place 
Alyssa Zadel – 3rd Place 
Taryn Fox – 4th Place 
Audrey Collofello – 5th Place

Carroll Klotz, SfA ’68  
enjoying an after golf  

meal with her daughter  
Amanda Quinn, JCA ’98,

son in law Kevin Quinn,  
JCA ’94 and Don Rittof.

2016 Hall of Champions 
inductee Pat Mudron, 

 JCHS ‘67 with friend Brian 
Quigley, JCHS ’69.

 A legacy of Joliet Catholic Academy alumni, Steve Blotnik, JCHS ’85, Max Ziesmer,  
JCHS ’90, future JCA grad Luke Ziesmer and Terry Ziesmer, JCHS ‘62
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meSSage from the  
direCtor of development

 

Dear alumni, families and friends,

Once again, I want to take this time to express my heartfelt thanks to you for your continued support  
of Joliet Catholic Academy. It has made a world of the difference during the past school year, and our 
students, faculty and staff have benefited greatly from your outstanding generosity.

Because of your help, we have repaved the back road that runs past the Hilltoppers’ baseball field  
to the Student Activity Center parking lot, adding additional spots alon side the school. It might seem  
like a small project, but it incredibly improved the look of our school.

At the same time, we also upgraded our Wi-Fi network, installed air conditioning units and new  
windows in the front of the campus, and renovated two more of our girls’ bathrooms. We could not have  
made these improvements without your much-appreciated investment in Catholic education.

Meanwhile, not to be forgotten, we completed our Heritage Quad project, which has proven to be  
quite a popular gathering place for students, faculty, staff and alumni. We are so proud that the Heritage  
Quad, highlighted by the renowned Victory Light, has truly become the talk of the town.

We also are well on our way into the second phase of the “Building Our Future” capital campaign. This 
 phase will complete the updating of our windows in the rear of the campus and finish the installation of air conditioning in every classroom. We have  
concentrated on creating an optimum climate-controlled campus that we know will provide the best learning environment for our students.

To keep you in the loop, we are halfway to our $1.5-million goal in that campaign. With your unceasing financial support, we’re confident that we will  
maintain and push forward with the major strides that we’ve made just in the past five years alone. It has been an amazing period of change, growth  
and progress that we believe will ensure the future excellence of JCA. Saint Pope John Paul II understood how important the investment in Catholic education  
is in today’s increasingly secular society. He said: “A Catholic school is a place where students live a shared experience of faith in God and where they learn  
the riches of Catholic culture. Catholic schools … help students deepen their relationship with God and discover that all things human have their deepest 
meaning in the person and teaching of Jesus Christ.”

That sums up our mission at Joliet Catholic Academy. We want to build on the foundation of our history in delivering to our students the finest Catholic 
educational experience, inside and outside of the classroom, where they will develop a lifelong, foundational relationship with Jesus Christ.

We will accomplish those hopes and dreams due to your enduring generosity and investment to our campaigns and projects. Rest assured, our students 
notice the difference. Our faculty notices the difference. Our alumni notice the difference. And for that, I cannot ever thank you enough.

John Horn
Director of Development

 
Sincerely,

 
 
 
John T. Horn 
Director of Development

John T. Horn
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2015-16 Financial Summary 
 
 
SCHOOL OPERATIONS 
Revenues: 

Tuition and Fees        $7,799,880 
Auxiliary, Athletics & Other Revenues     $   442,475 

Total Operating Revenues      $8,242,355 
Expenses: 

Instruction        $3,163,103 
Auxiliary, Athletics & Other Student Activities    $1,632,305 
Employee Benefits       $1,739,190 
Operation of Physical Plant      $1,190,963 
Administration        $   651,208 
Financial Aid        $   638,026 
Other Costs & Expenses (interest, transportation, bad debts, etc.)  $   643,684 

Total Operating Expenses      $9,658,479 

Loss from School Operations                                ($1,416,124) 
 
DEVELOPMENT & ENDOWMENT ACTIVITIES 

 Contributions & Fundraising      $1,794,500 
 Investment Income & Net Realized/Unrealized Gains (losses) on Investments $      80,135 
  Less: Development & Fundraising Expenses                   ($   347,464 

 Income from Development & Endowment Activities                 $1,527,171 

 Increase (Decrease) in Net Assets      $   111,047 

 Net Assets at Beginning of Year                    $11,112,298 

 Net Assets at End of Year                     $11,223,345 
 

	  
	  
	  
Disclaimer	  
	  
This	  Annual	  Report	  recognizes	  the	  alumni,	  parents,	  friends,	  corporations,	  and	  foundations	  that	  have	  invested	  in	  the	  financial	  support	  
of	  Joliet	  Catholic	  Academy	  from	  July	  1,	  2015	  –	  June	  30,	  2016.	  Your	  gifts	  truly	  make	  a	  difference	  in	  meeting	  the	  spiritual,	  intellectual,	  
physical	  and	  social	  needs	  of	  our	  current	  Angels	  and	  Hillmen.	  Every	  effort	  has	  been	  made	  to	  present	  a	  complete	  listing	  of	  donors.	  If	  an	  
error	   or	   omission	   has	   occurred,	  we	   apologize	   and	   ask	   that	   you	   bring	   it	   to	   our	   attention	   by	   calling	   (815)	   741-‐0500,	   ext.	   215.	   	   All	  
contributions	  made	  on	  or	  after	  July	  1,	  2016	  will	  appear	  in	  the	  2016-‐2017	  Annual	  Report.	  
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ANNUAL GIVING BY LEVEL
Thank you to all of those alumni, past and present parents, grandparents, and friends for contributing to JCA during the 2015-2016 
fiscal year. Your generosity helps create expanded opportunities for our students.

Carmelite & franciscan Club ($5,000+)
•	Joseph	and	Patricia	Adler
•	Denis	and	Maryann	Ancel
•	Dorothy	M.	Brown
•	Paul	and	Sherry	Carbery
•	Carmelite	Provincial	Office
•	Jane	Condon-Boyer
•	D’Arcy	Motors
•	Michele	L.	DeBartolo
•	Douglas	and	Lanette	Disera-Geissler
•	Edward	and	Gloria	Dollinger
•	Thomas	and	Colleen	Dow
•	Express	Signs	&	Lighting	Maintenance
•	GIS	Benefits,	Inc.
•	Patricia	A.	Graham
•	William	and	Diane	Habiger
•	John	R.	Hale	and	Carolyn	C.	Kent
•	Perry	and	Linda	Hendrickson
•	Thomas	and	Catherine	Hickey
•	Stephen	and	Jean	Hooks
•	Irish	Fellowship	Educational	and	 
   Cultural Foundation
•	J.L.	Adler	Roofing	&	Sheet	Metal,	Inc.
•	JCHS	Reunion	Class	of	1965
•	Raymond	and	Marilyn	Jones
•	Kazma	Family	Foundation
•	Chad	and	Jennifer	Kodiak
•	Herbert	Lande
•	Mary	Jane	Nicholson	Rice	Estate
•	Tom	and	Carol	McCafferty
•	Frances	H.	Naal	Sczepaniak
•	Patrick	and	Kathryn	O’Donnell
•	Phyllis	A.	Olsta
•	Debbie	Peck-Graham
•	John	and	Margaret	Peifer
•	Rathbun,	Cservenyak	&	Kozol,	LLC
•	Joseph	J.	Rembusch		†
•	Remembering	“G”	Foundation
•	Duane	and	Linda	Rocheleau
•	James	and	Luanne	Roth
•	Richard	and	Rhonda	Rotnicki
•	Lloyd	W.	Schneider
•	Timothy	and	Katherine	Schuster
•	Michael	and	Barbara	Scudder
•	James	R.	Sefcik,	Jr.
•	SFA-DLS-JCHS-JCA	Alumni	Association

•	Sisters	of	St.	Francis	of	Mary	Immaculate
•	Andrew	and	Melanie	Sliwa
•	Timothy	and	Stacey	Swanson
•	Tom	Seddon	Memorial	Golf	Outing
•	Virginia	F.	Devine	Living	Trust		
•	James	E.	Walsh
•	Peter	and	Geraldine	Whiteside

Mother Alfred Moes Club ($2,500 - $4,999)
•	Leo*	and	Bonnie	Ardaugh			†
•	Paul	and	Melanie	Boetto
•	Brown	and	Brown	of	Northern	Illinois	 
   Insurance
•	Lawrence	and	Pamela	Clennon
•	Robert	and	Elizabeth	Dow
•	Edward	F.	Larkin	Family	Foundation,	Inc.
•	Edward	Jones	Investments
•	Ronald	and	Mary	Lou	Erjavec
•	Jacob	Henry	Mansion
•	JCHS/SFA	Reunion	Class	of	1980
•	Joliet	Diocesan	Council	of	Catholic	Women
•	John	and	Mary	Lausch
•	James	and	Cynthia	Massa
•	Daniel	and	Dawne	Mihelich
•	James	and	Diana	Missig
•	Michael	and	Nicole	Murray
•	Northern	Insurance	Service,	Ltd.
•	Jason	and	Kristine	Payne
•	Providence	Bank	and	Trust
•	Jack	and	Judy	Querio
•	John	and	Alexandra	Quinn
•	Thomas	and	Marycatherine	Ragen
•	Russ	and	Kim	Rasner
•	Michael	and	Robin	Rodriguez
•	David	J.	Rubis
•	Anthony	and	Lisa	Sandora
•	Bill	and	Christine	Scheibe
•	Wayne	and	Audrey	Smith
•	Target
•	The	Community	Foundation	of	Will	County
•	Jeffrey	and	Nancy	Thompson
•	Robert	and	Christine	Voss
•	Keith	and	Margaret	Warning
•	Fr.	John	F.	Welch,	O.	Carm.
•	Suzanne	M.	Whalen

fr. Joseph Gilmore Club ($1,000 - $2,499)
•	ATHLETICO	Physical	Therapy
•	Robert	and	Laura	Bauer
•	William	and	Anna	Bayci
•	Michael	and	Sharon	Berta
•	Patrick	A.	Brennan
•	Kerry	J.	Buchar
•	Carcare	Collision	Centers,	Inc.
•	Paul	and	LeAnne	Carlson
•	Leo	and	Virginia	Cattoni
•	Chignoli	Auto	Sales
•	Mark	E.	Clarke
•	Jeffrey	and	Peggie	Conrad
•	Timothy	and	Lori	Cora
•	William	and	Kimberly	Cunnea
•	Mario	and	Lori	DeBenedetti
•	John	T.	Delrose
•	David	J.	Fehrenbacher
•	First	Community	Bank	of	Joliet
•	Douglas	Giaudrone,	Jr.
•	Brian	and	Sally	Giegerich
•	Michael	J.	Grace
•	Allen	R.	Graham
•	Thomas	P.	Grohar
•	Paul	and	Janet	Haley
•	Michael	and	Elizabeth	Hansen
•	Scott	and	Sue	Hansen
•	Catherine	Hanus-Zank
•	Charles	and	Ellen	Hauck
•	John	H.	Hazzard
•	Dennis	and	Mary	Hennebry
•	Leonard	and	Ruth	Hertko
•	Bradley	and	Amy	Holbrook
•	Irish	American	Society	of	County	Will
•	Edward	and	Cheryl	Jarot
•	William	and	Cary	Jenkins
•	Ronald	and	Virginia	Jones
•	Michael	and	Kristin	Kelley
•	Kent	&	Melone,	LLC	(Servpro)
•	Jeffrey	J.	Kinzler
•	Michael	and	Molly	Knapczyk
•	Robert	J.	Korst
•	Mark	and	Diana	Kowaliczko
•	Chad	and	Claudette	Kuhar
•	Rosa	LaPorta-Aranda
•	John	and	Barbara	Lausch

•	Law	Offices	of	Vincent	F.	Cornelius
•	Robert	J.	Malnar
•	Steven	and	Donna	Martens
•	Martin	Whalen	Office	Solutions,	Inc.
•	Raymond	and	Julieta	Meyer
•	Kenneth	and	Amy	Mihelich
•	Dave	and	Tonya	Monnot
•	Stephen	and	Rebecca	Nahas
•	Grant	and	Jean	Ohlson
•	Robert	and	Karen	Ospalik
•	Gregory	and	Susan	Peyla
•	Thomas	P.	Piskur
•	Plainfield	Fishing	Resort,	Inc.
•	Presence	St.	Joseph	Medical	Center
•	Purple	Project	Inc.
•	Jean	T.	Quigley
•	John	and	Vicky	Ramuta
•	Raymond	and	Donna	Randich
•	Robert	B.	McManus,	Inc.
•	William*	and	Irene	Roth			†
•	Andrew	and	Susan	Runde
•	Charles	E.	Scully	Estate	
•	SFA	Reunion	Class	of	1960
•	John	and	Catherine	Sewell
•	Karl	and	Caroline	Sicinski
•	Silver	Cross	Hospital
•	Henry	and	Judith	Simon
•	Eric	and	Kimberly	Skipper
•	Alexander	and	Maria	Sosenko
•	Daniel	and	Claire	Stockl
•	Brent	and	Staci	Turner
•	Jeffry	and	Cynthia	Tyler
•	University	of	St.	Francis
•	Ronald	and	Elizabeth	Van	Dyke
•	Daniel	Vohasek
•	Robert	and	Emily	Waldron
•	Paul	and	Shirley	Weeditz
•	Nicholas	and	Patricia	Weis
•	Wells	Fargo	Foundation	Educational	 
  Matching Gifts Program
•	Robert	and	Joan	Wiegmann
•	Thomas	and	Kathryn	Wiffler
•	David	and	Margaret	Wilhelmi
•	Max	and	Nicole	Ziesmer
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Brown & Blue Club ($500 - $999)
•	Christopher	and	Lori	Adler
•	Karen	M.	Allbert
•	Daniel	and	Theresa	Allen
•	Michael	J.	Alstott
•	AT&T	Services,	Inc.
•	Steve	and	Rita	Ator
•	George	and	Donna	Barr
•	Barrett	Hardware	Co.
•	Mark	and	Penny	Basso
•	Ronald	and	Susan	Bebar
•	Thomas	G.	Benigni
•	George	and	Nancy	Beutel
•	Roger	and	Debbie	Bistry
•	James	C.	Blackburn
•	Blue	Ribbon	Products	Company
•	Bolingbrook	Golf	Club
•	Jeffery	and	Marcia	Bowden
•	Brian	J.	Buchar
•	James	and	Patricia	Buchar
•	William	and	Angel	Burich
•	Carlson-Holmquist-Sayles	Funeral	Home,	Ltd.
•	Cathedral	of	St.	Raymond	School
•	Fr.	Robert	Colaresi,	O.	Carm.
•	Anne	B.	Comer
•	William	and	Christine	Conroy
•	Gregory	and	Rose	Couch
•	Custom	Case	Management
•	Gerald	and	Judith	Czerak
•	David	and	Sandra	Czerkies
•	John	and	Anne	Doll
•	Dr.	Don	Kalant	Sr.	&	Associates
•	Dr.	Lanette	M.	Disera,	DDS,	PC
•	Michael	R.	Draznik,	M.D.
•	Moira	K.	Dunn
•	James	and	Penny	Filotto
•	Robert	and	Deborah	Filotto
•	First	Midwest	Bank
•	Thomas	and	Joanne	Fitzgerald
•	Christopher	and	Terry	Foster
•	Daniel	F.	Foster
•	Michael	and	Judy	Frigo
•	Patricia	A.	Fruin
•	Edward	M.	Gallagher
•	Thomas	and	Rose	Mary	Giarrante
•	James	and	Gina	Glasgow
•	Chris	and	Peg	Goolsby
•	David	and	Diana	Gorski
•	Michael	and	Mary	Grady
•	Lawrence	and	Sue	Grant
•	Arnold	and	Denise	Grashoff
•	Kurt	and	Michelle	Griffith-Roderich	
•	Jayne	A.	Haag
•	George	H.	Herbst
•	Hometown	National	Bank
•	John	and	Kristin	Horn

•	JCA	Student	Body
•	JCHS/SFA	Reunion	Class	of	1986
•	Steve	and	Linda	Jenco
•	Joliet	Park	District
•	Robert	and	Julie	Jones
•	John	and	Jennifer	Kane
•	Dean	and	Bev	Kariotakis
•	Mark	and	Jane	Karner
•	Kavanagh	Grumley	&	Gorbold,	LLC
•	Keystone	Steel	&	Wire
•	Christopher	S.	Kinsella
•	Daniel	and	Melissa	Kinzler
•	Carol	M.	Kodiak
•	James	and	Hedy	Korst
•	Michael	and	Laura	Korst
•	Kuhar	Vision	Care
•	Anton	and	Jody	Lakota
•	Christopher	and	Lisa	Langbein
•	Len	Cox	&	Sons	Excavating
•	Lewis	University
•	Billie	L.	Limacher
•	Cosme	and	Mirelda	Lozano
•	Gary	and	Kathy	Major
•	Chris	and	Karri	McLeod
•	Russell	and	Laurie	McPhillips-Weglarz
•	Harry	and	Marilyn	McSteen
•	Raymond	and	Mary	Meader
•	Michael	and	Kelly	Melone
•	Matthew*	and	Donalyn	Mikulich			†
•	Anthony	L.	Mills
•	Christopher	and	Natalie	Minarich
•	Nascar	Car	Wash
•	William	and	Patricia	Naumann
•	Northwestern	Mutual	Foundation
•	Robert	C.	O’Day
•	Christine	M.	Olsen
•	Eric	and	Lori	Ortinau
•	Our	Lady	of	Mt.	Carmel	Parish
•	Francis	and	Dianne	Parker
•	William	and	Jenni	Pender
•	Mark	A.	Peter
•	Michael	and	Leslie	Petrick
•	Jeffrey	and	Julie	Phelan
•	Ryan	P.	Quigley
•	Timothy	J.	Quigley
•	Michael	and	Marty	Rafferty
•	Steven	and	Ann	Randich
•	Greg	and	Diane	Ratajczak
•	Christopher	A.	Regis
•	Diane	C.	Reichstadt
•	Keith	and	Susan	Rezin
•	Robert	J.	Egizio	Insurance	Agency
•	James	and	Kimberly	Roolf
•	William	L.	Roth
•	Daniel	and	Janet	Schalk
•	William	and	Suzanne	Schuler

•	Fr.	Paul	E.	Schweizer,	O.	Carm.
•	Lawrence	and	Ellen	Senffner
•	Charles	and	Keri	Simpson
•	Craig	and	Michele	Slowik
•	Eric	and	Katherine	Sorg
•	James	R.	Stangle,	Jr.
•	James	and	Jane	Stengele
•	Dennis	and	Sharon	Sullivan
•	Michael	and	Erin	Testa
•	Bernard	R.	Tkaczyk
•	Bryan	and	Elizabeth	Tortorello-Nelson	
•	Peter	and	Laura	Tortorello
•	James	and	Maureen	Trizna
•	Thomas	and	Karen	Tyrell
•	Ultra	Foods
•	Steven	and	Susan	Vanisko
•	James	and	Georgianna	Vinci
•	Gary	and	Beverly	Voyce
•	Wallrab,	Capenigro	&	Associates,	Inc.
•	Larry	and	Jane	Weber
•	Daniel	and	Mary	Whalen
•	Vic	and	Shannon	Wildenradt
 

Angels & Hilltoppers Club ($250 - $499)
•	Jerad	and	Colleen	Abbott
•	Felipe	and	Maria	Acosta
•	Bert	G.	Adams,	Jr.
•	Jennifer	T.	Adler
•	Mark	and	Jenny	Adler
•	Advanced	Family	Dental	&	Orthodontics,	PC
•	Denise	M.	Alberico
•	Ally	Financial,	Inc.
•	Adam	Antoniades
•	Arbor	Tek	Services,	Inc.
•	Associated	Ophthalmologists
•	Autobahn	Country	Club	LLC
•	Brian	and	Alejandra	Benton
•	Matthew	and	Kathy	Bertani
•	Blackburn-Giegerich-Sonntag	Funeral	 
   Home, Ltd.
•	Michael	and	Annette	Boban
•	Terrence	and	Joellen	Broderick
•	BSN	Sports
•	Jeffrey	and	Karla	Budz
•	Joe	and	Mary	Ellen	Burke
•	Matthew	and	Sandra	Campbell
•	Michael	and	Lee	Ann	Cardwell
•	Catholic	Holy	Family	Society
•	Cemeno’s	Pizza
•	Peter	Cladis
•	Robert	L.	Clementi
•	Frank	and	Rosemarie	Costa
•	Edward	and	Gail	Crobie
•	Stephanie	L.	Cullen
•	Frank	A.	Di	Bartolomeo

•	Jeffrey	and	Patricia	Duffy
•	Stephen	and	Erica	Egizio
•	Rosemary	Ellis
•	Emergent	Safety	Supply
•	Endodontic	&	Periodontic	Associates,	Ltd.
•	Fabrizio,	Hanson,	Peyla	and	Kawinski,	P.C.
•	Filotto	Construction,	Inc.
•	Filotto	Professional	Services
•	James	and	Susanna	Foster
•	Bernice	H.	Freeman
•	Terry	Gannon
•	Roger	Garvey
•	Donald	and	Cindy	Gould
•	Collin	W.	Gray
•	Eric	and	Kimberly	Gray
•	Charles	and	Sheila	Groscost
•	David	and	Andrea	Gruber
•	David	and	Karen	Gustafson
•	Jerry	and	Tisha	Hailey
•	Harris	Associates
•	Mary	Anne	Hartnett
•	Susan	Hindo
•	Holy	Family	Parish
•	Jim	and	Christine	Howley
•	Douglas	and	Leslie	Hutchison
•	Illinois	State	Council	Knights	of	Columbus
•	J.D.	Brown	and	Company
•	Jeffrey	J.	Jarzynka
•	Lawrence	and	Traci	Jungles
•	James	J.	Kenney
•	William	and	Jennifer	Kent
•	Bryan	and	Jan	Kopman
•	Robert	and	Colleen	Krol
•	Frank	and	Joan	Krumpoch
•	Robert	and	Catherine	Kuzma
•	Christine	A.	Laciak
•	Leinenweber,	Baroni	&	Daffada,	LLC
•	Michael	and	Carolyn	Lemke
•	Lincolnshire	Business	Center
•	Patrick	and	Mary	Beth	Lind
•	Robert	A.	Long
•	Joseph	and	Patricia	Lord
•	Paul	and	Sue	Loscheider
•	James	and	Marcia	Lyons
•	Celeste	C.	Mackey
•	Massage	Envy	Spa	of	Shorewood
•	Edward	and	Peggy	Mayer
•	Timothy	McAfee
•	George	and	Kathleen	McConaghy
•	McDonald’s	-	Gailco
•	McNamara,	Phelan,	McSteen,	LLC
•	Corey	and	Jenny	McQuade
•	Jeffrey	and	Emily	Meader
•	Mechanical	&	Industrial	Steel	Services,	Inc.
•	Steve	J.	Medvesky
•	John	Robert	Meyer
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•	Milano	Bakery,	Inc.
•	Thomas	and	Nancy	Moore
•	David	and	Celeste	Morimoto
•	Morris	Dermatology
•	Matthew	and	Danielle	Morrissette
•	Mudron	Kane	Insurance
•	William	A.	Muha
•	Newsome	Home	Health	Care
•	Jeremy	and	Sarah	Orr
•	Thomas	and	Domenica	Osterberger
•	Joseph	and	Mary	Peraud
•	John	and	Patricia	Porter
•	James	R.	Postel
•	James	and	Dawn	Pritz
•	Robert	and	Paula	Prock
•	John	and	Mary	Lou	Querio
•	Kevin	and	Amanda	Quinn
•	Michael	and	Elizabeth	Raub
•	Victor	and	Mary	Ellen	Reato
•	REXAM	Inc.
•	Ritchey	Orthodontics
•	Alex	and	Mary	Samusevich
•	Douglas	and	Cindy	Sasso
•	John	F.	Schuster
•	David	Scudder
•	James	M.	Scudder
•	Margaret	A.	Scudder
•	Michael	and	Kelly	Senko
•	SFA	Reunion	Class	of	1950
•	Patrick	and	Teresa	Sharp
•	Scott	and	Karen	Shinners
•	Shorewood	Family	Dental	Care,	LLP
•	Valerie	M.	Smith
•	St.	Mary	Immaculate	Parish
•	St.	Paul	the	Apostle	Church
•	State	Farm	Insurance	–	John	Wright
•	David	and	Barbara	Stengele
•	Thomas	and	Katherine	Stengele
•	Stephen	P.	Morimoto,	DDS,	Ltd.
•	Steven	C.	Logan,	D.D.S,	Ltd.
•	Mark	and	Deborah	Stofan
•	Stofan,	Agazzi	&	Company
•	Streitz	Dental	Arts
•	Testa	Steel	Constructors,	Inc.
•	Donald	J.	Thomas
•	Dennis	and	Delia	Trizna
•	Emma	S.	Tyler
•	Lucas	J.	Tyler
•	Brian	T.	Udovich
•	Martin	P.	Uremovic
•	Rigoberto	Vera
•	George	and	Shelby	Vogrin
•	Kent	and	Lisa	Voyce
•	Lawrence	and	Irene	Walsh
•	Aaron	T.	Warner
•	Charles	N.	Wheeler,	III	

•	Linda	M.	Wheeler
•	James	and	Linda	Whitgrove
•	Suellen	B.	Wilson
•	Debra	and	Mark	Witmer
•	Rita	M.	Wolz-Sova
•	Paul	and	Georgianna	Wyszynski
•	Dave	and	Betty	Yott

Benefactor’s Club ($1 - $249)
•	Suzanne	M.	Adamic
•	William	and	Shelly	Adelman
•	Christopher	J.	Adler	
•	John	C.	Adler,	Jr.
•	Matthew	J.	Adler
•	Aggregate	-	Macy’s	Inc.
•	John	W.	Albert
•	Scott	and	Donna	Allgood
•	Alliance	Coal,	LLC
•	Allstate	Insurance	Company	–	Paul	Bertino
•	Sr.	Marlene	Ambrose,	O.S.F.
•	Joseph	and	Terri	Ambrozich
•	American	Precision	Supply,	Inc.
•	Douglas	and	Amy	Anderson
•	Anonymous
•	Robert	and	Joella	Anzelc
•	Daniel	W.	Arkin
•	Todd	and	Suzanne	Arnett
•	James	and	Renee	Arnold
•	Jeffrey	and	Rose	Arra	Aschenbrenner
•	Florence	M.	Austrums
•	Nicholas	T.	Avery
•	Babe’s	Hot	Dogs
•	Richard	D.	Bagnell
•	Bradley	S.	Baker
•	Bank	of	America	Matching	Gifts	Program
•	James	and	Laura	Bannon
•	John	T.	Bannon
•	Michael	and	Teri	Bannon
•	James	J.	Barello
•	Thomas	G.	Barker
•	Jeffrey	and	Cynthia	Barnes
•	Rita	Barnes	
•	Geraldine	A.	Baskerville
•	Jill	Batusich
•	Kevin	M.	Bayci	
•	Natalie	M.	Bayci
•	Emile	J.	Bayle
•	Alec	and	Grace	Beaudoin
•	Bebar	Family	Dental
•	John	and	Susan	Becker
•	Walter	and	Aurelie	Becker
•	Jeanette	M.	Bell
•	Bella	Cucina	Catering
•	Mark	M.	Berardi
•	William	and	Mary	Bernickus
•	James	and	Barbara	Bertino

•	Peter	J.	Bertino,	II
•	Wayne	and	Jane	Bessette
•	Helen	M.	Beutel
•	Andrew	Bianchi
•	Robert	A.	Billquist
•	Jerry	and	Zexia	Bishop
•	Timothy	and	Lisa	Black
•	James	A.	Blackburn,	Jr.	
•	Lawrence	and	Victoria	Blackburn
•	James	and	Sandra	Blank
•	Cecile	A.	Blau
•	Mary	Ellen	Block
•	Steven	and	Kathryn	Blotnik
•	Linda	J.	Bluth
•	Bob	Martin	Auto	Sales
•	John	and	Diane	Bohrer
•	Robert	and	Dolores	Bolan
•	John	and	Mary	Bolek	
•	John	and	Tiffany	Bolek
•	Paul	and	Paula	Boley
•	James	and	Theresa	Bolin
•	Jacklyn	Bone
•	Brittany	N.	Borella
•	Laurence	and	Susan	Bornhofen
•	Brian	Bottomley	
•	Kenneth	and	Anita	Bottomley
•	James	M.	Boucher	
•	Paul	Boucher
•	Thomas	G.	Boucher
•	James	T.	Bourg
•	Stephen	Bowe
•	Joseph	and	Judith	Boylan
•	Rita	M.	Bradley
•	Helene	Brandau
•	Philip	and	Elizabeth	Branshaw
•	Elizabeth	C.	Brewer
•	Janice	Brill
•	Joan	M.	Broderick
•	Kathleen	Broderick
•	Marilyn	A.	Brown
•	David	and	Deborah	Brozman
•	Michael	and	Traci	Bruno
•	James	and	Erna	Brusatte
•	Kevin	and	Kathleen	Buchar
•	Buchar,	Mitchell,	Bajt	Architects,	Inc.
•	Carl	R.	Buck
•	Eugene	S.	Buldak
•	Richard	and	Josephine	Burns
•	Timothy	and	Judith	Burns
•	Samantha	J.	Bush
•	Donald	and	Mary	Buss
•	Paul	and	Annette	Buss
•	Richard	and	Patricia	Butterbach
•	Edward	R.	Bycznski
•	Gerald	and	Joyce	Cabay
•	Michael	and	Rhonda	Callans

•	Thomas	and	Patricia	Callans
•	Kara	L.	Camarda
•	Sr.	Bernard	Marie	Campbell,	O.S.F.
•	Richard	A.	Capalbo
•	Michael	T.	Carbery
•	Thomas	R.	Carbery
•	Christopher	and	Lisa	Cardwell
•	Patrick	and	Meghan	Cardwell
•	David	and	Margot	Carey
•	Jean	M.	Carey
•	Joseph	and	Cindi	Carey
•	James	and	Susan	Carney
•	Thomas	and	Kathryn	Carroll
•	Laura	Casey
•	Joseph	and	Karen	Cassani
•	Salvatore	and	Teal	Cassello
•	David	and	Mary	Lou	Catalani
•	Mary	E.	Cauffman
•	Carol	L.	Cenar
•	Century	21	Affiliated
•	Michael	and	Cyndi	Ceranski
•	Vincent	and	Frances	Cerri
•	Jacqueline	E.	Cherwin
•	Chevron	Matching	Employee	Funds
•	Paul	and	Marissa	Chovanec
•	John	and	Susan	Christensen
•	David	and	Jennifer	Christiansen
•	Theresa	Christofaro
•	Timothy	and	Kerriann	Ciesla
•	Yale	and	Mary	Ann	Clark
•	Douglas	D.	Clinton
•	JoAnn	H.	Coakley
•	Edward	and	Mary	Codo
•	Dolores	M.	Colabuono
•	Donald	and	Patricia	Coleman
•	Comcast	Corporation
•	Robert	and	Joan	Comfort
•	Kyle	and	Danielle	Conn
•	Blaine	P.	Connor
•	Matthew	and	Josephine	Connor
•	Thomas	J.	Connor
•	Contractors	Association	of	Will	&	 
   Grundy Counties
•	Catherine	R.	Cook
•	Catherine	A.	Cookas
•	Theresa	P.	Cooley
•	Kristina	Corcoran
•	Douglas	and	Cinda	Coyne
•	Jim	Coyne
•	Anson	and	Diane	Cranmer
•	Thomas	E.	Cranmer
•	Joseph	P.	Cresto
•	James	and	Mary	Crowe
•	Crowe	Horwath,	LLP
•	Richard	and	Joann	Crowther
•	John	and	Mary	Cusick
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•	Craig	R.	Czerkies
•	Scott	Czerkies
•	Dennis	Czerny
•	D	&	I	Electronics,	Inc.
•	Eugene	and	Susan	Dalrymple
•	Cynthia	D.	Dames
•	Salvador	Damian	and	Leticia	Reyes
•	Edward	and	Linda	D’Arcy
•	John*	and	Jeanette	D’Arcy			†
•	James	J.	Darguzis
•	Bernadette	Davidson
•	Christopher	J.	Davis
•	Denise	D.	Davis
•	Joanne	E.	Debarbera
•	Thomas	and	Mary	Fran	Dedin
•	Jennifer	M.	DeGeus,	M.D.
•	M.	Linda	Deiss
•	Derek	and	Jessica	Deskin
•	Michael	and	Maija	Devine
•	Craig	and	Diane	DeVries
•	Nicholas	and	Margaret	Di	Filippo
•	Debbie	Dispenza
•	Margaret	A.	Dixon
•	Robert	C.	Dockendorf
•	Daniel	and	Anne	Doheny
•	Dennis	and	Caryle	Dombrowski
•	Maureen	M.	Dombrowski
•	Shawn	and	Diane	Dorman
•	David	and	Amy	Douglas
•	Christopher	E.	Dow
•	Teddy	M.	Dow
•	William	E.	Dow
•	Matthew	J.	Doyle
•	Amy	and	Gregory	Drake
•	Colleen	Driscoll
•	Paul	and	Laurie	Driscoll
•	David	J.	Duff
•	Mary	B.	Duffy
•	Stephen	G.	Dyer
•	Michael	and	Kelly	Dzak
•	Terrence	J.	Eakle
•	Tyler	Eakle	
•	Brian	and	Diane	Egan
•	Robert	J.	Egizio
•	Debra	A.	Ekhomu
•	Elburn	Coop
•	Elite	Engraving	and	Design
•	Joseph	W.	England
•	ERJ	Dining	IV,	LLC	-	Chili’s
•	Rick	E.	Erwin
•	Joan	P.	Fagan
•	Daniel	and	Jane	Fahrner
•	Arlene	F.	Fair
•	John	A.	Falasca
•	Michael	and	Deborah	Fallon
•	Family	Dental	Care,	Ltd.

•	Richard	and	Rachael	Favero
•	Beverly	A.	Feehan
•	Joseph	and	Marilyn	Feehan
•	Ronald	and	Colleen	Feehan-Richardson	
•	Brian	and	Therese	Feeney
•	Frank	and	Linda	Fehrenbacher
•	Denise	E.	Feigh
•	Robert	and	Evelyn	Felbinger
•	Mike	Feminis
•	Michael	A.	Fenske
•	James	P.	Fenton
•	Nicholas	and	Melisa	Ferro
•	Mark	and	Lisa	Fetters
•	First	Choice	Temporary	Service,	Inc.
•	Maria	S.	Fischer
•	Donald	and	Karen	Fisher
•	Ron	and	Kimberly	Fladhammer
•	Robert	and	Susan	Flavin
•	Matthew	and	Sandra	Fleck
•	Daniel	and	Margaret	Fleming
•	Eleanor	A.	Fleming
•	James	and	Jane	Foran
•	Etsie	and	Amy	Foreman
•	Franciscan	Learning	Center,	Inc.
•	Erik	S.	Fredrickson
•	Ragan	R.	Freitag
•	Joseph	and	Kerry	Frescura
•	Michael	and	Rachel	Friedman
•	John	and	Karen	Frisch
•	Kelly	A.	Fry
•	Sheila	Fry
•	Robert	and	Susan	Funk
•	Kathi	A.	Furdeck
•	John	and	Nancy	Futterer
•	Melody	Gaddy
•	W.	James	Ganson
•	Joan	M.	Garavaglia
•	Clark	and	Kristine	Garland
•	James	E.	Garrison
•	John	E.	Garrison
•	Judith	Georgantas
•	John	and	Ronae	Gerl	
•	Brian	T.	Gilboy
•	Glenn	and	Sharon	Gill
•	Joan	A.	Gillespie
•	Joseph	and	Gail	Girard
•	Louis	and	Jill	Glavan
•	Frank	and	Mary	Lou	Golf
•	Google	Matching	Gifts	Program
•	Timothy	and	Megan	Goolsby
•	Gregory	J.	Gornik
•	Andrew	and	Paula	Gorski
•	Robert	and	Carol	Gorski
•	James	and	Barbara	Goss
•	Gregory	and	Kelley	Gould
•	James	and	Mary	Kay	Grace

•	Lawrence	and	Cheryle	Gray
•	Randall	and	Carol	Greder
•	Elizabeth	and	Christopher	Green
•	Barbara	Greenham-Conway
•	Joseph	E.	Gregorich
•	Mark	Gregory
•	Jeffrey	and	Tsugumi	Gromos
•	John	and	Rose	Gromos
•	Matthew	and	Dolores	Gross
•	Janet	M.	Gruben
•	James	and	Sue	Gulas
•	Joseph	A.	Gura
•	Mary	Kay	Hamer
•	Jason	and	Madonna	Hamilton
•	William	and	Shirley	Hamrick
•	James	A.	Hanlon
•	Mary	J.	Hannon
•	Mark	S.	Hansen
•	Mary	C.	Hansen
•	Harris	Bank
•	John	and	Susan	Harrison
•	Terrance	Hart	
•	James	B.	Harvey
•	Douglas	E.	Hayes
•	Mary	L.	Hayes
•	Heartland	Bank	&	Trust	Company
•	Penny	A.	Hendrickson
•	Michael	and	Maria	Hennessy
•	Jean	A.	Herbst
•	Mike	and	Sue	Hernandez
•	Raymond	Hernandez
•	Donald	and	Ellen	Herron
•	Joyce	M.	Hertko
•	J.	Don	and	Rosemary	Heyden
•	Diane	A.	Hickey
•	Janet	Hickey-Kapella
•	William	and	Patricia	Hickey
•	Gary	and	Marlene	Hinthorn
•		Scott	and	Elizabeth	Hippman
•	Jacqueline	A.	Horvat
•	Julie	Houbolt-Winter
•	Keith	M.	House
•	Joseph	and	Kathleen	Hren
•	James	and	Barbara	Huey
•	Richard	and	Rosemary	Hylka
•	Jennifer	C.	Iarrobino
•	Anton	R.	Iberle
•	IBM	Corporation
•	Jillian	Inserra
•	Nicholas	M.	Inserra
•	Timothy	Inserra
•	Robert	J.	Ivnik
•	Caryn	Jakielski
•	Joseph	Jakovich
•	John	and	Kathleen	Jarzynka
•	Tom	and	Jenny	Jasper

•	Jacob	and	Keri	Jaworski
•	JCA	Bible	Babes
•	JCA	Cross	Country	Boosters
•	David	and	Valerie	Jelinek
•	David	V.	Jenco
•	Mai	P.	Jenke
•	Robert	and	Audrey	Jenkins
•	Lois	Jensen
•	Joe’s	Hotdogs	Joliet,	LLC
•	Bryan	D.	Johnson
•	Donald	and	Lisa	Johnson
•	Elizabeth	W.	Jones
•	Michael	S.	Jones
•	Jostens,	Inc.
•	Lori	J.	Julian
•	Emily	A.	Jungles
•	Austin	P.	Kairis
•	David	and	Suzanne	Kairis
•	Raquel	L.	Kairis
•	Wesley	and	Tabitha	Kairis
•	Kathleen	A.	Kallan
•	Norman	and	Imelda	Kaminski
•	Patrick	J.	Kane
•	Nicholas	J.	Kapellas
•	Donald	C.	Karcz
•	Edward	and	Mary	Kasarskis
•	Richard	J.	Kavanagh
•	Helen	E.	Keefe
•	Michael	P.	Keeley
•	Kegler’s	-	Crest	Hill	Lanes
•	Deva	E.	Kelly
•	Jay	A.	Kelly
•	Jean	J.	Kenol
•	Michael	J.	Kesich
•	Lawrence	and	Kim	Kienzle
•	John	F.	Kiernan
•	Leonard	and	Rita	Kiernan
•	John	and	Sylvia	Kinney
•	Lou	Ann	Kinney
•	Richard	R.	Kinney
•	Nicholas	and	Leslie	Kinsella
•	Dolores	A.	Klepec
•	Joyce	M.	Klinger
•	Dean	A.	Knowles
•	Frank	and	Mary	Ellen	Knowles
•	Robert	M.	Kochevar
•	Cris	and	Teresa	Kodiak
•	Joseph	T.	Koenig
•	Mary	R.	Kohler
•	Paul	and	Sharon	Kolodziej
•	Max	R.	Konzelman
•	Kevin	and	Colleen	Koontz
•	Kimberly	L.	Korbar
•	Colleen	P.	Kovic
•	Mary	Lou	Kozar
•	Sean	D.	Krause
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•	Duane	and	Dolores	Krieger
•	Kenneth	and	Rebecca	Krier
•	Richard	and	Dolores	Kuban
•	Joseph	and	Lillian	Kucharz
•	Paula	A.	Kucharz
•	Mark	and	Melinda	Kuzmicki
•	Sr.	Barbara	A.	Kwiatkowski,	O.S.F.
•	L.	Claude	Aschinberg	M.D.,	Ltd.
•	Michael	P.	Lacey
•	David	J.	Lagger
•	Lois	M.	Laken
•	Dave	Laketa
•	Jerome	and	Margaret	Lakota
•	Helen	V.	Lambert
•	David	E.	Langdon
•	Nola	Lara
•	Lisa	M.	Larranaga-Denton
•	Larson	&	Associates,	Ltd.
•	Kevin	J.	Las
•	Thomas	and	Martha	Las
•	Latin	School	of	Chicago
•	Gordon	and	Sandra	Lauer
•	Linda	Laughton
•	Gerald	and	Tina	Lazar
•	Lauryn	M.	Lee
•	Lee	&	Vercellotti,	DDS,	LLC
•	Leo	&	Sons	Carpet	Cleaning,	Inc.
•	Martin	and	Kathleen	Lepacek
•	Mary	Jane	Lepo
•	Jerome	and	Patricia	Levandowski
•	Diane	M.	Lewis
•	William	E.	Lichtenauer
•	Br.	Jeffrey	Lima,	O.	Carm.
•	William	and	Kristine	Linneweh
•	Ronald	C.	Lipke
•	Donald	J.	Londergon
•	J.	Barrett	Long
•	Kerry	J.	Long
•	Kathleen	A.	Loscheider
•	Richard	and	Pamela	Loucks
•	Michael	Lucas,	Jr.
•	John	J.	Lucenta,	Jr.
•	Judi	and	Gregory	Machak
•	Kurt	MacKey
•	Mark	and	Kristine	Mackey
•	Michael	J.	Mackey
•	Paul	S.	Mackey
•	Murphy	M.	Mahalik
•	Daniel	and	Mary	Maher
•	Margaret	Maier
•	Daniel	and	Laura	Malinowski
•	Helen	M.	Malinowski
•	Mary	Claire	Malloy
•	James	E.	Maloney,	Jr.
•	Mancuso	Cheese	Company
•	Patrick	F.	Manning

•	Patrick	T.	Manning
•	John	and	Marion	Manthey
•	Philip	G.	Marchio
•	Brad	and	Sara	Marconi
•	Bryan	and	Megan	Marconi
•	Anthony	T.	Marino
•	Mark	Peter’s	Diamond	Designs
•	John	and	Carol	Markley
•	Scott	M.	Markley
•	Sean	P.	Markley
•	Jean	A.	Martin
•	John	and	Catherine	Martin
•	Kale	and	Jessica	Martin
•	Samuel	and	Susan	Martin
•	Deborah	J.	Martincich
•	David	and	Jean	Maryanovich
•	John	and	Sheryl	Mastalesh
•	Robert	J.	Maszak
•	John	and	Linda	Matthews
•	Kathleen	E.	Matthews
•	Ronald	and	Beverly	Matuszewski
•	Terrence	and	Nancy	Maynard
•	Paul	J.	McCabe
•	Daniel	and	Debra	McCarthy
•	Kaye	McCarthy			†
•	Robert	F.	McCarthy,	Sr.
•	William	and	Linda	McConnell
•	Douglas	and	Patricia	McCoy
•	Cory	M.	McDermott
•	Terry	and	Susan	McFadden
•	Thomas*	and	Joan	McGrath			†
•	Thomas	J.	McGrath
•	Daniel	McGuire
•	James	and	Judith	McGuire
•	Marilyn	A.	McGuire
•	Patrick	and	Lora	McGuire
•	Lawrence	M.	McKeon
•	Michael	McNally	
•	Daniel	J.	McQuillan
•	Patrick	and	Denise	McShane
•	Raymond	and	Wendy	McSteen
•	Michael	and	Lynette	Melnick
•	Daniel	and	Christine	Merriman
•	David	G.	Merriman
•	Edward	J.	Merzlock
•	Edward	and	Bernadette	Meyer
•	Brian	and	Sharon	Michalak
•	Leo	and	Janis	Michalak
•	Edward	and	Kathleen	Michel
•	Leonard	and	Shirley	Micklich
•	Jason	J.	Midlock
•	Andrew	and	Kathleen	Mihelich
•	Joseph	L.	Mikuska
•	Michael	and	Carolyn	Minik
•	James	and	Virginia	Mladic
•	Robert	and	Javee	Molnar

•	Raymond	and	Polly	Ann	Mondrella
•	April	L.	Moore
•	James	and	Sue	Moore
•	Mark	and	Elizabeth	Moore
•	Nancy	L.	Moorman
•	Patrick	Moreau
•	James	and	Karen	Morelli
•	Frank	and	Nancy	Mores
•	Thomas	and	Amanda	Moretti
•	Laura	Morin
•	Kenneth	and	Barbara	Morrissette
•	David	and	Laura	Mueller
•	Richard	and	Sandra	Mueller
•	Rosemary	Mueller
•	Robert	J.	Munday,	Jr.
•	Scott	and	Jennifer	Munday
•	Patricia	E.	Murdock
•	Gerald	and	Mary	Jo	Murphy
•	Barbara	Mutz
•	Colette	A.	Naal
•	William	and	Judith	Naal
•	Rodger	and	Jo	Ann	Nahas
•	John	and	Linda	Naiden
•	Naperville	Community	Unit	School	 
   District #203
•	Matthew	and	Lisa	Narducci
•	Jerome	A.	Nasenbeny
•	Ralph	and	Mae	Rose	Nash
•	Clare	A.	Nelson
•	David	and	Ann	Nelson
•	William	J.	Nelson
•	Barbara	A.	Neustadt
•	Beverly	J.	Nolan
•	Michael	and	Karen	Nolan
•	Thomas	and	Jane	Nolan
•	James	and	Michelle	Nonnie
•	Rosemary	Norton
•	Anthony	and	Suzanne	Novak
•	David	and	Jane	Novitski
•	William	Nussbaum
•	Erik	Obrochta
•	James	M.	O’Connell
•	Robert	O’Dekirk
•	Rita	A.	Ohlson
•	Thomas	and	Paula	Ohlson
•	Moira	K.	Olivetti
•	Thomas	J.	Olsen
•	David	M.	Opyd
•	Mary	K.	Ostrem
•	Laura	Pahl
•	Michael	Paone
•	Joan	M.	Papes
•	Bryan	and	Kimberly	Papesh
•	Rosalie	Park
•	Paul	and	Carie	Parks
•	Terrance	and	Janine	Parr

•	Karen	A.	Parriott
•	James	E.	Partak
•	Robert	K.	Passehl
•	David	and	Debra	Paul
•	Bryan	and	Tami	Paulsen
•	Paul	and	Rose	Pausche
•	Mary	B.	Penosky
•	Oduardo	and	Margaret	Periu
•	Michael	S.	Pero
•	Craig	and	Debra	Perrine
•	Christopher	and	Sarah	Person
•	Sr.	Maria	Pesavento,	O.S.F.
•	James	and	Rita	Petak
•	Nylan	Petrick
•	Joseph	M.	Petrosko,	Jr.
•	Patricia	B.	Peyla
•	Seth	G.	Peyla
•	Daniel	and	Tara	Phelan
•	Thomas	J.	Piasecki
•	Carol	L.	Piccolo
•	James	and	Kimberly	Pinta
•	William	and	Anna	Piper
•	Dustin	and	Kristin	Pirc
•	Plante	and	Associates,	Inc.
•	Anthony	and	Dorothy	Plese
•	Eileen	A.	Plese
•	Denise	L.	Pletzke
•	Megan	M.	Pokorny
•	Michael	R.	Popek
•	Ronald	and	Beth	Poplawski
•	Amanda	Popow
•	Michael	and	Barbara	Powers
•	Primus	Electronics	Corporation
•	Property	Research	Associates
•	Ronald	and	Donna	Pruss
•	Gerald	M.	Pubentz
•	Jeffrey	M.	Pubentz
•	Sally	A.	Pullara
•	Bryan	and	Cari	Pyka
•	Quest	Food	Management	Services,	Inc.
•	Dennis	and	Collette	Quigley
•	Debra	Radakovich	
•	Keith	Rademacher
•	Carlo	and	Mary	Ragusa
•	Matthew	A.	Ramuta
•	William	and	Christa	Raymond
•	Clarence	and	Linzette	Red
•	Marie	J.	Reddy
•	Reed	Smith	LLP
•	Kirk	and	Beverly	Reeves
•	Brian	C.	Regan
•	Timothy	Reilly
•	John	W.	Rems
•	Joseph	A.	Rende
•	Ana	M.	Resce-Klein
•	Harold	and	Arlene	Reuvers
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•	Ronald	and	Patricia	Richards
•	Frank	P.	Riley
•	Thomas	and	Nancy	Riley
•	Rita	J.	Tamulis-Shea,	DDS,	Ltd.
•	Richard	and	Helen	Roach
•	Mathew	and	Rebecca	Robbins
•	Joseph	and	Karen	Robertson
•	Glen	and	Kristine	Robinson
•	Timothy	and	Judith	Robowski
•	Brett	M.	Rocheleau
•	Gerald	J.	Rodeghero
•	Rebeca	Rodriguez
•	John	D.	Rogers
•	Michael	and	Sally	Rogina
•	Frederick	and	Jean	Rohder
•	Dale	and	Cynthia	Rosenwald
•	J.D.	and	Helen	Ross
•	Thomas	and	Katherine	Ross
•	Andrew	J.	Roth
•	Elizabeth	M.	Roth
•	John	and	Kimberly	Roth
•	Thomas	and	Barbara	Rowland
•	Frederick	C.	Rusina
•	Mary	Ann	Russ
•	Thomas	and	Grace	Russell
•	Mark	and	Lesley	Ruzon
•	James	P.	Ryan
•	Lawrence	E.	Ryan
•	James	and	Mary	Salisbury
•	James	and	Dana	Sarcletti
•	Michael	and	Sheila	Sasso
•	Sheila	M.	Sasso
•	Ryan	A.	Sather
•	Craig	and	Terri	Sayles
•	Michael	and	Patricia	Schelfhout
•	Jack	M.	Schimanski
•	Matt	Schimanski
•	Timothy	and	Jane	Schmig
•	Robert	A.	Schmitz
•	Richard	A.	Schoppe
•	William	R.	Schorie
•	Paul	Schreiner
•	Daniel	and	Susanne	Schultz
•	Sally	J.	Schultz
•	J.	Richard	and	Mildred	Schuster
•	Theresa	M.	Schweiger
•	Mary	Ann	Schwerha
•	Thomas	A.	Schwerha
•	Anthony	and	Holly	Scordo
•	Michael	A.	Scroggins
•	Wayne	and	Catherine	Scroggins
•	Stanley	and	Catherine	Senffner
•	Daniel	and	Jean	Sharp
•	Victoria	Sheptick
•	William	and	Nancy	Sheridan
•	Thomas	and	Lori	Sherman

•	Deborah	L.	Shimek
•	Shorewood	Animal	Hospital
•	Ralph	and	Bonita	Shroyer
•	Jeffrey	and	Jill	Siegfried
•	Michael	and	Mary	Simon
•	Charles	D.	Simonich
•	John	and	Patricia	Simpson
•	Raymond	J.	Sinchak
•	Lavonne	F.	Skala
•	Charles	and	Susan	Skeldon
•	Gregory	and	Rosemary	Skole
•	Matthew	and	Patricia	Slana
•	James	and	Colleen	Slouf
•	Fr.	Jeffery	Smialek,	O.	Carm.
•	Doris	Smith
•	Elaine	Smith
•	John	and	Janice	Smith
•	Patrick	and	Deborah	Smith
•	Robert	Smith
•	Rick	and	Peggy	Sniegowski
•	Sharon	T.	Sobolewski
•	Raymond	and	Vicky	Soliman
•	Bernadine	Spieler
•	Michael	and	Yolanda	Spinozzi
•	Matthew	J.	Sporar
•	David	and	Karen	Spreitzer
•	James	and	Lori	Spreitzer
•	Kenneth	and	Mary	Spreitzer
•	Matthew	and	Erin	Springman
•	Matthew	R.	Staab
•	Sarah	J.	Stahl
•	Steven	and	Nicole	Stamm
•	Richard	Stampanato
•	Standard	Bank	&	Trust	Company
•	Glenn	and	Judy	Stanfield
•	State	Farm	Insurance	–	Wayne	Bessette
•	State	Farm	Insurance	Companies	–	 
		John	•	Harrison
•	Michelle	T.	Staton
•	John	and	Lindy	Steeves
•	Robert	M.	Stephen
•	George	and	Carol	Sterr-Lehman
•	Sean	and	Rita	Sterr
•	Linda	A.	Sticklen
•	Robert	and	Eileen	Stillwell
•	George	and	Mary	Stofan
•	Norman	and	Marguerite	Stoiber
•	Raymond	F.	Stoiber
•	Gloria	S.	Stone
•	Ronald	J.	Stonitsch
•	David	and	Phyllis	Strama
•	Mark	and	Ann	Streitz
•	Donald	and	Paula	Suhadolc
•	Carl	and	Nancy	Suligoy
•	Terrence	M.	Sullivan
•	Joseph	Supergan

•	Richard	Talbot	and	Jane	Fehrenbacher
•	Bonnie	E.	Taylor
•	Juliann	M.	Teasdale
•	Nicholas	and	Amanda	Testin
•	Tezak’s	Funeral	Home
•	The	Old	Fashioned	Pancake	House,	Inc.
•	Thomas	B.	Braun,	DDS,	MS,	PC
•	Craig	and	Sueann	Tierney-Bates
•	James	M.	Tierney
•	Ruth	R.	(Kramer)	Tomala
•	Alex	and	Dorothy	Tomasino
•	Dennis	G.	Tonelli
•	Anthony	T.	Tortorello
•	Michael	and	Melissa	Trice
•	Frank	R.	Trizna
•	Raymond	and	Luanne	Trizna
•	Rolf	and	Gretchen	Troha
•	Adam	and	Jennifer	Tuchinsky
•	Joseph	and	Joyce	Turk
•	Joseph	and	Lois	Turk
•	Janusz	and	Elizabeth	Twardowski
•	Ian	T.	Tyrell
•	Keegan	S.	Tyrell
•	Michael	and	Kimberly	Tyrell
•	Spencer	E.	Tyrell
•	Louis	and	Mary	Ann	Ulbrich
•	James	and	Kathleen	Ullian
•	John	and	Jeanne	Ullian
•	Anthony	M.	Umek
•	Dale	and	Meg	Underwood
•	Unilever	Matching	Gifts	Program
•	UNO	Plumbing,	Inc.
•	David	and	Kristen	Uyl
•	Anthony	and	Kimberly	Vaccariello
•	Paul	and	Mary	Valente
•	John	Van	Gennep
•	Maureen	Van	Moffaert
•	Terrance	and	Lynn	Van	Tassel
•	Randall	and	Christine	Vanden	Houten
•	David	and	Jacquelyn	Vanisko
•	Edward	J.	Vanisko,	Jr.
•	Brian	Vaughan
•	Robert	and	Jean	Verbiscer
•	Barbara	A.	Vercellotti
•	Louis	and	Sandra	Vercelote
•	Verizon	Foundation
•	Steve	J.	Vertin
•	Thomas	and	Diane	Vertin
•	David	M.	Vidican
•	Gregory	J.	Vogen
•	Isabel	S.	Voitik
•	Joseph	and	Marilyn	Voitik
•	Jared	M.	Voss
•	Joel	T.	Voss
•	Brent	and	Stephanie	Wagner
•	Elizabeth	C.	Wagner

•	Mark	and	Beth	Wagner
•	Mary	C.	Walsh
•	Robert	and	Bette	Walsh
•	Christopher	S.	Ward
•	Jeffrey	R.	Ward
•	Jack	R.	Warning
•	J	Hunter	Warning
•	Patrick	M.	Webb,	Jr.
•	Patrick	J.	Weber
•	Robert	and	Mary	Weber
•	Mark	D.	Weinhold
•	Dwayne	and	Jalayne	Weis
•	John	and	Mary	Weis
•	Daniel	P.	Wells
•	Thomas	and	Judith	Wente
•	Denise	M.	Werner
•	Joseph	and	Theresa	Whalen
•	Rev.	Charles	T.	Wheeler
•	Lawrence	and	Susan	Wiers
•	Robert	and	Kathy	Wiesemann
•	Raymond	and	Jaime	Wilda
•	Donald	and	Yolanda	Wilhelm
•	Vincent	and	Kathleen*	Wilhelmi			†
•	Carline	Williams	Strong,	Ph.D.
•	Robert	F.	Wisniewski
•	Daniel	L.	Wojciechowski
•	Marianne	C.	Wolf-Astrauskas
•	Mary	Ann	Worst
•	Richard	Wray
•	John	and	Lorayne	Wright
•	Suzanne	Wright
•	Samuel	and	Geralyn	Wyke
•	Stephanie	C.	Wyman
•	Larry	and	Georganne	Yost
•	Mary	C.	Yost
•	Mary	Yost
•	Jeffrey	and	Tammy	Zadel
•	Daniel	and	Margaret	Zerebny
•	Arnold	and	Barbara	Zielinski
•	Jake	A.	Ziesmer
•	Terence	and	Linda	Ziesmer
•	Alice	E.	Zilly
•	Michael	and	Jayme	Zobel
•	David	and	Laura	Zupancic
•	Joseph	and	Denise	Zupancic

*	†	denotes	deceased	
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ANNUAL GIVING BY CLASS
Many thanks to the following members of the SFA-DLS- JCHS-JCA Alumni Association. Through their partnership, volunteerism, 
and financial generosity, the benefits of a JCA education are extended to new generations of Angels and Hilltoppers.
Participation rates indicate the number of donors in relation to the number of “active” members (i.e. deliverable addresses).

1936 – 1% Participation (1 of 68)
•	Robert	F.	McCarthy,	Sr.

1938 – 2% Participation (1 of 59)
•	Charles	E.	Scully	Estate

1941 – 1% Participation (1 of 80)
•	Mary	C.	(O’Brien)	Walsh

1942 – 4% Participation (4 of 89)
•	Sr.	Bernard	Marie	Campbell,	O.S.F
•	Robert	A.	Long
•	Martin	P.	Uremovic
•	Steve	J.	Vertin

1943 – 3% Participation (3 of 101)
•	Norman	J.	Kaminski
•	Kaye	A.	(Keigher)	McCarthy	†
•	Robert	G.	Weber

1945 – 7% Participation (7 of 97)
•	Sr.	Marlene	Ambrose,	O.S.F.
•	Elizabeth	C.	(Ruettiger)	Brewer
•	Dolores	M.	(Terlep)	Colabuono
•	Jeanette	(O’Donnell)	D&#39;Arcy
•	Mary	Lou	(Bourg)	Kozar
•	Leonard	J.	Micklich
•	Lloyd	W.	Schneider

1946 – 4% Participation (5 of 130)
•	Joseph	A.	Feehan
•	Leonard	P.	Kiernan
•	Marilyn	A.	(Mannell)	McGuire
•	John	J.	Querio
•	Raymond	F.	Stoiber

1947 – 7% Participation (8 of 121)
•	Emile	J.	Bayle
•	Robert	H.	Bolan
•	James	D.	Bolin
•	Margaret	(Farrell)	Fleming
•	Joan	M.	(Tonelli)	Garavaglia
•	Lillian	A.	(Stiglic)	Kucharz
•	Helen	V.	(Vogrin)	Lambert
•	Rosemary	(Reilly)	Norton

1948 – 5% Participation (8 of 157)
•	John	T.	Bannon
•	Helen	M.	(Bedesky)	Beutel
•	Joseph	P.	Cresto
•	John	R.	Cusick
•	Richard	J.	Kuban
•	Patricia	B.	(Bottino)	Peyla
•	Elaine	T.	Smith
•	Bernard	R.	Tkaczyk

1949 – 4% Participation (6 of 156)
•	Thomas	R.	Carbery
•	J.	Don	Heyden
•	James	J.	Korst
•	Robert	F.	Kuzma
•	Mary	Lou	(Schager)	Querio
•	Robert	A.	Wiegmann

1950 – 10% Participation (15 of 157)
•	Geraldine	A.	(Knowles)	Baskerville
•	Matthew	W.	Connor
•	Arlene	F.	(Szepelak)	Fair
•	Marilyn	V.	(Vogrin)	Feehan
•	John	H.	Frisch
•	W.	James	Ganson
•	Dolores	M.	(Bebar)	Kuban
•	Catherine	A.	(Larkin)	Kuzma
•	George	W.	Lehman
•	Joan	L.	(Lynch)	McGrath
•	Polly	Ann	(Troha)	Mondrella
•	Robert	A.	Schmitz
•	Stanley	J.	Senffner
•	SFA	Reunion	Class	of	1950
•	James	M.	Tierney
•	Vincent	J.	Wilhelmi

1951 – 6% Participation (10 of 164)
•	Robert	A.	Billquist
•	Kathleen	(Fitzgerald)	Broderick
•	Lou	Ann	Kinney
•	James	E.	McGuire
•	Phyllis	A.	Olsta
•	John	R.	Smith
•	Richard	C.	Talbot
•	Joseph	J.	Turk
•	Joseph	J.	Voitik
•	Mary	(Comerford)	Yost

1952 – 7% Participation (14 of 203)
•	Mary	A.	(Kuzma)	Bolek
•	Donald	E.	Buss
•	John	M.	Christensen
•	Josephine	(Giacchino)	Connor
•	Jane	E.	Fehrenbacher
•	George	H.	Herbst
•	Helen	M.	(Dumyahn)	Malinowski
•	Matthew	A.	Ramuta
•	Thomas	C.	Russell
•	Carol	(Pubentz)	Sterr-Lehman
•	Lois	A.	(Rezick)	Turk
•	George	R.	Vogrin
•	Suzanne	M.	(McGrath)	Whalen
•	Rita	M.	Wolz-Sova

1953 – 8% Participation (14 of 184)
•	Natalie	M.	(Timko)	Bayci
•	Jean	A.	(Juricic)	Herbst
•	Leonard	J.	Hertko
•	John	A.	Kelly
•	Robert	M.	Kochevar
•	William	E.	Lichtenauer
•	Judith	A.	(Rogan)	McGuire
•	Nancy	L.	(Pastori)	Moorman
•	Margaret	M.	(Connor)	Peifer
•	Dorothy	(Bajt)	Plese

•	Theresa	M.	(Gariboldi)	Schweiger
•	Raymond	J.	Sinchak
•	Matthew	F.	Slana
•	David	M.	Vidican

1954 – 5% Participation (11 of 225)
•	Jayne	A.	(Gray)	Haag
•	Frank	M.	Knowles
•	Joseph	B.	Lord
•	Eileen	A.	(Hrvatin)	Plese
•	Richard	T.	Roach
•	Grace	R.	(McGowan)	Russell
•	Michael	J.	Sasso
•	Fr.	Paul	E.	Schweizer,	O.	Carm.
•	Barbara	A.	(Friedrich)	Vercellotti
•	James	E.	Walsh
•	Suzanne	(Turk)	Wright

1955 – 5% Participation (12 of 227)
•	Rita	(Lehman)	Barnes
•	Helene	(Bachara)	Brandau
•	David	R.	Carey
•	Kathryn	A.	(McCoach)	Carroll
•	Joseph	E.	Gregorich
•	James	A.	Hanlon
•	Rosemary	(Grobarcik)	Heyden
•	Carol	M.	(Planing)	Markley
•	John	L.	Markley
•	Mary	Ann	(Kovalcik)	Schwerha
•	Bernadine	(Rehak)	Spieler
•	Jean	L.	(Pluth)	Verbiscer

1956 – 5% Participation (12 of 262)
•	Leo	M.	Ardaugh	†
•	Eugene	S.	Buldak
•	Carol	L.	(Janke)	Cenar
•	Patricia	A.	Fruin
•	Judith	(Boban)	Georgantas
•	Paul	B.	Haley
•	Patricia	A.	(Borio)	Levandowski
•	Philip	G.	Marchio
•	William	C.	Naumann
•	Shelby	J.	(Brown)	Vogrin

•	Fr.	John	F.	Welch,	O.	Carm.
•	Barbara	J.	(Sakowicz)	Zielinski

1957 – 8% Participation (21 of 266)
•	Anita	C.	(Bulfer)	Bottomley
•	Richard	P.	Burns
•	Joseph	L.	Cassani
•	Catherine	R.	(Fitzgerald)	Cook
•	Mary	Lou	(Hibler)	Erjavec
•	Evelyn	(Skul)	Felbinger
•	Robert	C.	Funk
•	Melody	(Abernathy)	Gaddy
•	John	E.	Garrison
•	Richard	R.	Hylka
•	Colleen	P.	(Gleason)	Kovic
•	Jerome	L.	Levandowski
•	James	W.	Moore

•	Judith	(Klancher)	Naal
•	William	J.	Naal
•	Robert	C.	O&#39;Day
•	Carol	L.	(Clark)	Piccolo
•	Brian	C.	Regan
•	Joseph	J.	Rembusch	†
•	Arlene	J.	(Zelko)	Reuvers
•	Rev.	Charles	T.	Wheeler

1958 – 5% Participation (15 of 286)
•	Mary	A.	(Kaffer)	Bernickus
•	Mary	Fran	(Senffner)	Dedin
•	Thomas	Dedin
•	Nicholas	M.	Di	Filippo
•	John	E.	Gromos
•	Sheila	J.	(Acher)	Groscost
•	Rosemary	A.	(Strysik)	Hylka
•	Mary	Ellen	(Dougherty)	Knowles
•	Robert	J.	Korst
•	Carol	A.	(Ardaugh)	McCafferty
•	Richard	L.	Mueller
•	J.	Richard	Schuster
•	Lawrence	A.	Senffner
•	Lavonne	F.	Skala
•	Louis	P.	Vercelote

1959 – 6% Participation (19 of 314)
•	Paul	F.	Buss
•	Ronald	J.	Erjavec
•	Thomas	P.	Fitzgerald
•	James	E.	Garrison
•	Thomas	C.	Giarrante
•	Mary	Jane	(Coyne)	Lepo
•	Lois	M.	(Legan)	Laken
•	Jean	A.	(Stephen)	Martin
•	John	Robert	Meyer
•	Joseph	L.	Mikuska
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•	Beverly	J.	(Martin)	Nolan
•	James	J.	Petak
•	Thomas	P.	Piskur
•	Gerald	M.	Pubentz
•	Bonita	F.	(Freehauf)	Shroyer
•	Juliann	M.	(Torkar)	Teasdale
•	Dennis	B.	Trizna
•	Charles	N.	Wheeler,	III
•	Daniel	F.	Zerebny

1960 – 5% Participation (20 of 400)
•	Edward	R.	Bycznski
•	Douglas	D.	Clinton
•	Joann	M.	(Martin)	Crowther
•	Amy	(Papesh)	Foreman
•	Patricia	A.	(Liker)	Graham
•	Mary	Anne	(Wilhelmi)	Hartnett
•	Helen	E.	(Westbrooke)	Keefe
•	Paul	E.	Kolodziej
•	Barbara	M.	(Fehst)	Lausch
•	Matthew	J.	Mikulich	†
•	Javee	(Anderson)	Molnar
•	Frank	C.	Mores

•	Sue	(Kelly)	Moore
•	Jo	Ann	(Rasmussen)	Nahas
•	Sr.	Maria	Pesavento,	O.S.F.
•	Gerald	J.	Rodeghero
•	SFA	Reunion	Class	of	1960
•	William	K.	Sheridan
•	Frank	R.	Trizna
•	Robert	J.	Walsh
•	Margaret	(Komar)	Zerebny

1961 – 6% Participation (23 of 395)
•	Bert	G.	Adams,	Jr.
•	Karen	M.	(Hofer)	Allbert
•	Alec	Beaudoin
•	Michael	J.	Berta
•	Sharon	(O’Brien)	Berta
•	Joseph	A.	Boylan
•	Karen	J.	(Stahl)	Cassani
•	John	T.	Delrose
•	Dennis	W.	Dombrowski
•	Susan	K.	(Strametz)	Funk
•	Rose	Mary	(Gale)	Giarrante
•	James	J.	Grace
•	Collin	W.	Gray
•	Raymond	E.	Jones
•	David	E.	Langdon
•	Kathleen	R.	(Ryan)	Lepacek
•	Judi	L.	(Gruber)	Machak
•	Edward	J.	Meyer
•	John	F.	Naiden
•	Frederick	J.	Rohder
•	Frederick	C.	Rusina
•	Delia	A.	(Slack)	Trizna
•	Alice	E.	(Breen)	Zilly

1962 – 8% Participation (26 of 345)
•	Denis	G.	Ancel
•	Maryann	(Katz)	Ancel
•	Cecile	A.	(Clennon)	Blau
•	James	A.	Buchar
•	Patricia	A.	(Pasich)	Butterbach
•	James	J.	Darguzis
•	John	A.	Falasca

•	James	L.	Foran
•	Kathi	A.	Furdeck
•	Diane	F.	(Felbinger)	Habiger
•	Marilyn	J.	(Plavec)	Jones
•	James	J.	Kenney
•	Michael	J.	Kesich
•	Joyce	M.	Klinger
•	Gordon	D.	Lauer
•	Martin	J.	Lepacek
•	Robert	J.	Maszak
•	Bernadette	(Jaskoviak)	Meyer
•	Jerome	A.	Nasenbeny
•	John	W.	Rems
•	Jean	(Marolt)	Rohder
•	James	R.	Sefcik,	Jr.
•	Henry	F.	Simon
•	Charles	D.	Simonich
•	Patrick	M.	Webb,	Jr.
•	Terence	C.	Ziesmer

1963 – 4% Participation (12 of 332)
•	Michael	J.	Devine
•	Joseph	W.	England
•	James	P.	Fenton
•	Joanne	(Werner)	Fitzgerald
•	Frank	Golf
•	Mary	Lou	(Barbic)	Golf
•	Timothy	McAfee
•	James	E.	Partak
•	Frank	P.	Riley
•	Thomas	J.	Rowland

•	Linda	(Fracaro)	Ziesmer
•	David	R.	Zupancic

1964 – 5% Participation (21 of 428)
•	James	J.	Barello
•	Timothy	J.	Burns
•	Joseph	P.	Carey
•	Bernadette	(Scudieri)	Davidson
•	Joseph	T.	Girard
•	Mary	Kay	(Calcaterra)	Grace
•	Thomas	P.	Grohar
•	Ronald	W.	Jones
•	Virginia	D.	Jones
•	Edward	J.	Kasarskis
•	Thomas	E.	Las
•	John	J.	Lucenta,	Jr.
•	James	M.	Lyons
•	Marcia	L.	Lyons
•	John	B.	Mastalesh
•	Rosemary	(Pasdertz)	Mueller
•	Thomas	C.	Nolan
•	Ronald	M.	Poplawski
•	James	E.	Slouf
•	Dennis	G.	Tonelli
•	Daniel	L.	Wojciechowski

1965 – 9% Participation (37 of 406)
•	John	W.	Albert
•	Jeffery	J.	Bowden
•	Thomas	S.	Callans
•	Lawrence	H.	Clennon
•	Pamela	R.	(Van	Duyne)	Clennon
•	Theresa	H.	(Prisegem)	Cooley
•	Edward	F.	Crobie
•	M.	Linda	Deiss

•	Donald	R.	Fisher
•	Nancy	L.	(Frantini)	Futterer
•	James	C.	Goss
•	Catherine	Hanus-Zank
•	Mary	L.	(Cerven)	Hayes
•	Dennis	R.	Hennebry
•	JCHS	Reunion	Class	of	1965
•	Donald	C.	Karcz
•	Michael	J.	Mackey
•	Sheryl	L.	(Bazzarone)	Mastalesh
•	Steve	J.	Medvesky
•	James	M.	Morelli
•	William	A.	Muha
•	Barbara	Mutz
•	David	E.	Novitski
•	Terrance	W.	Parr
•	Joseph	A.	Peraud
•	Joseph	M.	Petrosko,	Jr.
•	John	A.	Porter
•	James	R.	Postel
•	Ronald	E.	Pruss
•	Collette	A.	(Kodrick)	Quigley
•	Dennis	F.	Quigley
•	Judith	L.	(Goodwin)	Robowski
•	Timothy	J.	Robowski
•	Richard	A.	Schoppe
•	Wayne	J.	Scroggins
•	John	A.	Ullian
•	Larry	F.	Weber
•	Linda	M.	Wheeler

1966 – 4% Participation (16 of 393)
•	Laurie	J.	(Tasharski)	Driscoll
•	Daniel	F.	Foster
•	Allen	R.	Graham
•	Penny	A.	Hendrickson
•	Mary	Ellen	(Matthews)	Hennebry
•	Deva	E.	Kelly
•	John	F.	Kinney

•	Joan	M.	(Spolarich)	Krumpoch
•	Kerry	J.	Long
•	Kathleen	M.	(Downey)	McConaghy
•	Edward	J.	Merzlock
•	Karen	M.	(Kirincich)	Morelli
•	Mary	Jo	(Williams)	Murphy
•	Jane	F.	(Scheuber)	Nolan
•	Colleen	A.	(James)	Slouf
•	Lawrence	W.	Wiers

1967 – 3% Participation (10 of 362)
•	Gail	M.	(Bozych)	Crobie
•	Bernice	L.	(Hanus)	Freeman
•	Robert	J.	Ivnik
•	Kathleen	A.	(Glenney)	Kallan
•	Carol	M.	(Clennon)	Kodiak
•	Mary	E.	(Hayes)	Meader
•	Christine	M.	Olsen
•	Michael	A.	Rogina
•	Catherine	M.	(Sinkular)	Scroggins
•	Linda	A.	Sticklen

1968 – 3% Participation (11 of 368)
•	Robert	J.	Anzelc
•	Sandra	A.	(Nemitz)	Blank
•	Paul	E.	Boucher
•	Maureen	M.	(Paul)	Dombrowski

•	James	W.	Glasgow
•	Janet	Hickey-Kapella
•	Frank	J.	Krumpoch
•	Kevin	J.	Las
•	Martha	A.	(McGrath)	Las
•	Lawrence	M.	McKeon
•	Carline	Williams	Strong

1969 – 5% Participation (17 of 352)
•	Richard	D.	Bagnell
•	Paula	B.	(Sosnoski)	Boley
•	Christopher	Foster
•	Elizabeth	C.	(Shankland)	Hansen
•	Michael	W.	Hansen
•	Jean	A.	(Fitzgerald)	Hooks
•	Stephen	V.	Hooks
•	Kathleen	A.	(Chamberlain)	Hren
•	Richard	R.	Kinney
•	Nola	(Tonelli)	Lara
•	Denise	(Turner)	McShane
•	Andrew	L.	Mihelich
•	Anthony	L.	Mills
•	Mary	Ann	Russ
•	Marguerite	E.	(Veras)	Stoiber
•	Raymond	J.	Trizna
•	James	Ullian

1970 – 9% Participation (33 of 358)
•	Linda	J.	Bluth
•	Rita	M.	(Macier)	Bradley
•	Joan	M.	(Grumley)	Broderick
•	David	J.	(Surinak)	Brozman
•	Deborah	J.	Brozman
•	James	L.	Brusatte
•	Jean	M.	(Gorman)	Carey
•	Catherine	A.	Cookas
•	Cynthia	D.	Dames
•	Michael	R.	Draznik
•	Robert	J.	Gorski
•	Mary	Kay	(Wagner)	Hamer
•	Marlene	M.	(Jahnke)	Hinthorn
•	Mary	R.	Kohler
•	Pamela	(Omatto)	Loucks
•	David	P.	Maryanovich
•	Lora	L.	(McDonald)	McGuire
•	Patrick	McGuire
•	David	G.	Merriman

•	Grant	W.	Ohlson
•	Jean	(Mitchell)	Ohlson
•	David	M.	Opyd
•	Oduardo	S.	Periu
•	Denise	L.	(Mocny)	Pletzke
•	Keith	Rademacher
•	Deborah	L.	(Piercy)	Shimek
•	Michael	E.	Simon
•	Sharon	T.	(Brown)	Sobolewski
•	Terrence	M.	Sullivan
•	Ruth	R.	(Kramer)	Tomala
•	Kathleen	(Tadey)	Ullian
•	Robert	F.	Wisniewski
•	Joseph	J.	Zupancic

1971 – 3% Participation (12 of 347)
•	Theresa	(Ardaugh)	Christofaro
•	Robert	M.	Flavin
•	John	H.	Hazzard
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•	Perry	C.	Hendrickson
•	Robert	S.	Krol
•	Margaret	M.	(Plankar)	Periu
•	Gregory	L.	Peyla
•	Jean	T.	Quigley
•	Mary	V.	(Knick)	Samusevich
•	Alexander	Z.	Sosenko
•	Paul	E.	Weeditz
•	Robert	O.	Wiesemann

1972 – 5% Participation (17 of 360)
•	Mary	Ann	(Hammel)	Clark
•	Edward	A.	Codo
•	Edward	D.	D&#39;Arcy
•	Colleen	Feehan-Richardson
•	Michael	J.	Grace
•	Thomas	M.	Hickey
•	Stephen	J.	Jenco
•	Michael	P.	Keeley
•	Paul	H.	Loscheider
•	Sue	(Futterer)	Loscheider
•	James	P.	Massa
•	Karen	A.	(Fagan)	Parriott
•	Susan	L.	(Dulny)	Skeldon
•	Sueann	M.	Tierney-Bates
•	Anthony	M.	Umek
•	Judith	K.	(Sheridan)	Wente
•	Marianne	C.	Wolf-Astrauskas

1973 – 5% Participation (16 of 345)
•	Lawrence	R.	Blackburn
•	Susan	M.	(Shankland)	Flavin
•	James	B.	Harvey
•	Barbara	A.	(Tessiatore)	Huey
•	Paula	A.	Kucharz
•	Robert	J.	Malnar
•	Thomas	J.	McGrath
•	Patrick	J.	McShane
•	Ann	M.	(Fumagalli)	Nelson
•	William	J.	Nelson
•	Mary	Ellen	(Vertin)	Reato
•	John	F.	Schuster
•	Gregory	J.	Skole
•	James	B.	Spreitzer
•	Nancy	(Prince)	Suligoy
•	Mark	D.	Weinhold

1974 – 8% Participation (25 of 296)
•	James	R.	Bannon
•	William	J.	Bayci
•	James	A.	Blackburn,	Jr.
•	Paul	V.	Boetto
•	Timothy	Cora
•	Rick	E.	Erwin
•	David	G.	Gorski

•	Joseph	D.	Hren
•	David	J.	Lagger
•	J.	Barrett	Long
•	Kristine	Mackey
•	Mark	L.	Mackey
•	Kathleen	M.	(Mondrella)	Major
•	Elizabeth	A.	(Catalino)	Moore
•	Laura	(Walker)	Morin
•	John	D.	Rogers
•	Michael	J.	Schelfhout
•	Daniel	W.	Sharp

•	Matthew	J.	Sporar
•	David	J.	Stengele
•	Robert	M.	Stephen
•	George	F.	Stofan
•	Paula	J.	(Gabrys)	Suhadolc
•	Jeffrey	A.	Thompson
•	Patrick	J.	Weber

1975 – 5% Participation (15 of 333)
•	Terri	L.	(Chignoli)	Ambrozich
•	John	Becker
•	Victoria	A.	(Marocco)	Blackburn
•	Melanie	A.	(Madarik)	Boetto
•	Jane	Condon-Boyer
•	David	W.	Douglas
•	James	J.	Foster
•	Debra	A.	(Vidano)	Perrine
•	Diane	C.	(Borio)	Reichstadt
•	Joseph	J.	Robertson
•	Jean	(Lange)	Sharp
•	Raymond	R.	Soliman
•	Gloria	S.	(Brown)	Stone
•	Donald	J.	Thomas
•	James	G.	Whitgrove,	Sr.

1976 – 8% Participation (24 of 305)
•	William	C.	Adelman
•	Christopher	J.	Adler
•	Lori	M.	(Bertrand)	Adler
•	James	T.	Bourg
•	Gerald	J.	Cabay
•	Michael	T.	Carbery
•	Peggie	A.	(Filotto)	Conrad
•	Stephen	G.	Dyer
•	Daniel	L.	Fahrner
•	Frank	F.	Fehrenbacher
•	Douglas	E.	Hayes
•	Mark	C.	Kowaliczko
•	Paul	S.	Mackey
•	Deborah	J.	(Horvath)	Martincich
•	Ronald	J.	Matuszewski
•	Daniel	McGuire
•	Thomas	J.	Olsen
•	Susan	L.	(Perry)	Peyla
•	Kirk	D.	Reeves
•	Kimberly	A.	(Furman)	Roolf
•	Janet	M.	(Reddy)	Schalk
•	Jane	A.	(McGrath)	Schmig
•	James	R.	Trizna
•	Diane	D.	(Reiter)	Vertin

1977 – 8% Participation (24 of 305)
•	Jeffrey	R.	Aschenbrenner
•	Nancy	A.	(Hutten)	Beutel
•	Laurence	A.	Bornhofen
•	James	M.	Boucher
•	Terrence	J.	Broderick
•	William	F.	Burich
•	Joyce	(Walczak)	Cabay
•	James	D.	Carney
•	Mary	Lou	(Egizio)	Catalani
•	Michael	L.	Ceranski
•	Lori	E.	(Chignoli)	Cora

•	Colleen	(O’Malley)	Driscoll
•	Jane	A.	(Kuzma)	Fahrner
•	Linda	A.	(Bucciarelli)	Fehrenbacher

•	David	J.	Jelinek
•	Lori	J.	(Wisniewski)	Julian
•	James	M.	Pinta
•	James	J.	Roth
•	Michael	G.	Spinozzi
•	Erin	M.	(Long)	Springman
•	Sean	M.	Sterr
•	Jeffry	A.	Tyler
•	Thomas	G.	Vertin
•	Linda	A.	(Mutz)	Whitgrove

1978 – 5% Participation (15 of 308)
•	Denise	D.	(Martincich)	Davis
•	Jill	R.	(Cemeno)	Glavan
•	Louis	J.	Glavan
•	Joyce	M.	Hertko
•	Linda	(Soberski)	Laughton
•	James	E.	Maloney,	Jr.
•	Patricia	A.	(Johnson)	McCoy
•	James	J.	Nonnie
•	Rosalie	(Fonck)	Park
•	Sally	J.	(Lehman)	Schultz
•	James	R.	Stangle,	Jr.
•	James	L.	Stengele
•	Joseph	J.	Turk
•	Michael	W.	Tyrell
•	Maureen	(Burich)	Van	Moffaert

1979 – 7% Participation (25 of 348)
•	Thomas	G.	Benigni
•	Matthew	G.	Bertani
•	Paul	D.	Carbery
•	Mary	E.	(Dye)	Cauffman
•	Robert	J.	Comfort
•	Thomas	J.	Connor
•	Christopher	J.	Davis
•	David	J.	Fehrenbacher
•	Timothy	G.	Goolsby
•	Mary	J.	(Whalen)	Hannon
•	Valerie	L.	(Akeman)	Jelinek
•	Mai	P.	(Pham)	Jenke
•	Jeffrey	J.	Kinzler
•	Gerald	J.	Lazar
•	Tina	M.	(Greifzu)	Lazar
•	Patrick	J.	Lind
•	Daniel	L.	Merriman
•	Nancy	(Przbysz)	Moore
•	David	J.	Paul
•	John	A.	Ramuta
•	Douglas	M.	Sasso
•	Rita	(Ochs)	Sterr
•	Thomas	D.	Tyrell
•	Mark	C.	Wagner
•	David	C.	Wilhelmi

1980 – 6% Participation (20 of 313)
•	Kathy	A.	(Abday)	Bertani
•	Thomas	G.	Boucher
•	Patrick	A.	Brennan
•	Jacqueline	E.	(Carlin)	Cherwin
•	James	W.	Filotto
•	Susan	R.	(Carroll)	Harrison
•	JCHS/SFA	Reunion	Class	of	1980
•	Patrick	J.	Kane
•	Michael	J.	Korst
•	Kurt	MacKey
•	Margaret	Maier

•	Susan	(Sefcik)	Martin
•	Carolyn	(Turk)	Minik
•	Michael	W.	Nolan
•	Michelle	A.	(Reiter)	Nonnie

•	Anthony	T.	Novak
•	William	Nussbaum
•	Michael	J.	Petrick
•	Vicky	(Plese)	Ramuta
•	Mary	M.	(Naal)	Underwood
•	Edward	J.	Vanisko,	Jr.

1981 – 9% Participation (26 of 285)
•	Thomas	G.	Barker
•	Joellen	R.	(Ramirez)	Broderick
•	Robert	L.	Clementi
•	Frank	A.	Di	Bartolomeo
•	Edward	J.	Dollinger
•	Brian	J.	Egan
•	Michael	A.	Fenske
•	Terry	Gannon
•	Douglas	Giaudrone,	Jr.
•	Donald	J.	Gould
•	Sue	M.	(Georgantas)	Gulas
•	Laura	(Baron)	Malinowski
•	Scott	M.	Markley
•	Harry	R.	McSteen
•	Christine	M.	(Boban)	Merriman
•	Sharon	(Quigley)	Michalak
•	Paula	A.	(Ndoca)	Ohlson
•	Thomas	B.	Ohlson
•	Michael	S.	Raub
•	Timothy	Reilly
•	Karen	A.	(Krause)	Robertson
•	Daniel	L.	Schultz
•	Mark	S.	Streitz
•	Kent	A.	Voyce
•	Denise	M.	Werner
•	Joseph	F.	Whalen

1982 – 6% Participation (22 of 339)
•	Suzanne	M.	Adamic
•	Joseph	L.	Adler
•	Patricia	L.	(Gentile)	Adler
•	Rev.	Bradley	S.	Baker
•	Michael	A.	Boban
•	Salvatore	Cassello
•	David	J.	Duff
•	Jacqueline	A.	(Gillespie)	Horvat
•	Douglas	P.	Hutchison
•	Leslie	A.	(Delrose)	Hutchison
•	David	V.	Jenco
•	Dean	A.	Knowles
•	Donald	J.	Londergon
•	Paul	J.	McCabe
•	Raymond	J.	Meyer
•	Clare	A.	(Meyer)	Nelson
•	Erik	Obrochta
•	John	C.	Roth
•	Patrick	W.	Sharp
•	Mark	J.	Stofan
•	Christine	M.	(Kremer)	Vanden	Houten
•	Steven	J.	Vanisko

1983 – 5% Participation (17 of 320)
•	Annette	(Facinelli)	Boban
•	Sandra	(Sefcik)	Campbell
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•	James	R.	Crowe
•	Mario	A.	DeBenedetti
•	Anne	C.	(Pritz)	Doll
•	Robert	M.	Dow
•	Chris	E.	Goolsby
•	Jeffrey	J.	Gromos
•	Janet	M.	(Lambert)	Gruben
•	Mark	E.	Karner
•	Lora	(Plavec)	Markley
•	Raymond	P.	McSteen
•	Kenneth	R.	Mihelich
•	James	W.	Missig
•	Sally	A.	Pullara
•	Timothy	J.	Quigley
•	Deborah	J.	(Voyce)	Stofan

1984 – 5% Participation (17 of 357)
•	Laura	L.	(Rohder)	Bauer
•	David	A.	Christiansen
•	Caryn	Jakielski
•	Daniel	J.	Kinzler
•	Mary	Beth	(Blotnik)	Lind
•	Kelly	A.	(Kent)	Melone
•	Daniel	J.	Mihelich
•	Thomas	R.	Osterberger
•	Thomas	J.	Piasecki
•	Thomas	M.	Ross
•	Susan	K.	(Ryan)	Runde
•	Kenneth	J.	Spreitzer
•	Michael	J.	Testa
•	Rolf	U.	Troha
•	Daniel	M.	Whalen
•	Suellen	B.	Wilson
•	Mary	C.	(Peterson)	Yost

1985 – 4% Participation (13 of 331)
•	Steven	M.	Blotnik
•	Thomas	E.	Cranmer
•	Thomas	P.	Dow
•	Elizabeth	W.	(Wright)	Green
•	Charles	A.	Hauck
•	Elizabeth	A.	(Eby)	Hippman
•	Amy	S.	(Funk)	Holbrook
•	Bradley	J.	Holbrook
•	Dawne	A.	(DeBenedetti)	Mihelich
•	Rebecca	L.	(Mutz)	Nahas
•	Stephen	J.	Nahas
•	James	R.	Sarcletti
•	Sheila	M.	Sasso

1986 – 7% Participation (25 of 337)
•	Daniel	J.	Allen
•	Suzanne	M.	(Fitzgerald)	Arnett
•	Ronald	P.	Bebar
•	John	M.	Bolek
•	Tiffany	(Strysik)	Bolek
•	Philip	A.	Branshaw
•	Michael	S.	Callans
•	Amy	L.	(Vercelote)	Drake
•	Mary	B.	Duffy
•	Lisa	M.	(Subar)	Fetters
•	Sally	(Nolan)	Giegerich
•	Michelle	Griffith-Roderich
•	JCHS/SFA	Reunion	Class	of	1986
•	Lawrence	J.	Jungles
•	Christine	A.	Laciak
•	Brad	J.	Marconi

•	Robert	K.	Passehl
•	Kristine	M.	(Reuvers)	Payne
•	Jeffrey	S.	Phelan
•	John	A.	Quinn
•	Clarence	J.	Red
•	Suzanne	M.	(Whalen)	Schuler
•	Karen	M.	(Rende)	Shinners
•	Katherine	E.	(Petru)	Stengele
•	David	J.	Vanisko
•	Margaret	A.	(Kuzma)	Warning

1987 – 5% Participation (18 of 358)
•	Kevin	J.	Buchar
•	Carl	R.	Buck
•	Christopher	E.	Dow
•	Colleen	(Graham)	Dow
•	Robert	J.	Egizio
•	Joseph	T.	Koenig
•	Sean	D.	Krause
•	Chad	Kuhar
•	Claudette	(Burza)	Kuhar
•	Sara	(Hinze)	Marconi
•	Kathleen	A.	Michel
•	Amy	L.	(Lausch)	Mihelich
•	Danielle	(Briscoe)	Morrissette
•	Colette	A.	Naal
•	Mary	B.	Penosky
•	Erin	S.	(McCabe)	Testa
•	Anthony	T.	Tortorello
•	Jayme	L.	(Ryan)	Zobel

1988 – 8% Participation (27 of 354)
•	John	C.	Adler,	Jr.
•	James	J.	Arnold
•	Patrick	R.	Cardwell
•	Blaine	P.	Connor
•	Stephanie	L.	(Dial)	Cullen
•	Craig	R.	Czerkies
•	Stephen	M.	Egizio
•	Maria	S.	(Mellinger)	Fischer
•	Joseph	J.	Frescura
•	Kerry	J.	(Kovic)	Frescura
•	Madonna	A.	(Hakey)	Hamilton
•	Christine	S.	(Ruettiger)	Howley
•	Kristin	M.	(Brown)	Kelley
•	Michael	F.	Kelley
•	Bryan	W.	Kopman
•	John	R.	Lausch
•	April	L.	Moore
•	David	M.	Mueller
•	Joan	M.	(Subar)	Papes
•	Michael	A.	Rodriguez
•	Lawrence	E.	Ryan
•	David	M.	Spreitzer
•	Sarah	J.	Stahl
•	Elizabeth	A.	Tortorello-Nelson
•	Gretchen	(Beltzhoover)	Troha
•	Ronald	D.	Van	Dyke
•	Christopher	S.	Ward

1989 – 6% Participation (17 of 299)
•	Renee	M.	(Papes)	Arnold
•	Kerry	J.	Buchar
•	Christopher	Cardwell
•	Anne	B.	Comer
•	Erik	S.	Fredrickson
•	Edward	M.	Gallagher

•	Jeffrey	J.	Jarzynka
•	John	J.	Kane
•	Sean	P.	Markley
•	James	M.	O&#39;Connell
•	Robert	D.	Prock,	Jr.
•	James	P.	Ryan
•	William	R.	Schorie
•	Paul	Schreiner
•	Thomas	A.	Schwerha
•	Michael	A.	Scroggins
•	Jennifer	(Sanford)	Tuchinsky

1990 – 8% Participation (19 of 223)
•	Susan	M.	(Ruettiger)	Bebar
•	Michael	Cardwell
•	Timothy	A.	Ciesla
•	David	M.	Czerkies
•	Brian	T.	Gilboy
•	Jennifer	C.	(Dow)	Iarrobino
•	Joseph	Jakovich
•	William	F.	Jenkins,	Jr.
•	Colleen	(Petak)	Koontz
•	Kimberly	L.	(Crobie)	Korbar
•	Jody	(Krezminski)	Lakota
•	Bryan	G.	Marconi
•	Jeffrey	R.	Meader
•	Michael	R.	Popek
•	Mark	A.	Ruzon
•	Timothy	Schuster
•	Holly	A.	(Jones)	Scordo
•	Michelle	T.	(Tagle)	Staton
•	Max	Ziesmer

1991 – 4% Participation (8 of 211)
•	Scott	A.	Allgood
•	Jennifer	M.	DeGeus
•	Eric	W.	Gray
•	Kimberly	M.	(Duncan)	Gray
•	John	T.	Horn
•	Michael	S.	Jones
•	Traci	L.	(Orasco)	Jungles
•	Robert	D.	Ospalik

1992 – 4% Participation (8 of 193)
•	Michael	J.	Alstott
•	Kerriann	M.	(Peceniak)	Ciesla
•	Melisa	M.	(Marietta)	Ferro
•	Nicholas	C.	Ferro
•	Cary	A.	(Sienko)	Jenkins
•	Carlo	A.	Ragusa
•	Peter	S.	Tortorello
•	Jared	M.	Voss

1993 – 3% Participation (7 of 205)
•	Peter	J.	Bertino,	II
•	Robert	C.	Dockendorf
•	Michael	D.	Dzak
•	Kristin	M.	(Crobie)	Horn
•	Chad	J.	Kodiak
•	Jeffrey	M.	Pubentz
•	Mary	A.	(Russell)	Ragusa

1994 – 6% Participation (12 of 206)
•	Colleen	C.	(Hooks)	Abbott
•	Mark	J.	Adler
•	Scott	E.	Czerkies
•	Sandra	R.	(Bolek)	Fleck

•	Jean	J.	Kenol
•	Kristine	M.	(Koerner)	Linneweh
•	Anthony	T.	Marino
•	Robert	J.	Munday,	Jr.
•	Daniel	J.	Phelan
•	Kevin	P.	Quinn
•	Matthew	R.	Staab
•	Brian	T.	Udovich

1995 – 9% Participation (16 of 173)
•	Brian	J.	Buchar
•	Moira	K.	Dunn
•	Kelly	R.	(McNamara)	Dzak
•	Kelly	A.	(Kristich)	Fry
•	Maria	D.	(Yack)	Hennessy
•	Michael	J.	Hennessy
•	Jenny	S.	(Sarcletti)	McQuade
•	Lisa	Y.	(Young)	Narducci
•	Matthew	T.	Narducci
•	Dustin	T.	Pirc
•	Cari	K.	(Kodiak)	Pyka
•	Rebeca	Rodriguez
•	Steven	B.	Stamm
•	Jeffrey	R.	Ward
•	Jaime	K.	(Ruettiger)	Wilda
•	Raymond	M.	Wilda

1996 – 3% Participation (6 of 194)
•	Andrew	Bianchi
•	Timothy	J.	Black
•	Donald	J.	Johnson
•	Michael	P.	Lacey
•	Rebecca	L.	(Kemp)	Robbins
•	Rigoberto	Vera

1997 – 2% Participation (4 of 181)
•	Matthew	J.	Doyle
•	Nicholas	J.	Kapellas
•	Michael	Paone
•	Ana	M.	Resce-Klein

1998 – 2% Participation (4 of 167)
•	Christopher	S.	Kinsella
•	Max	R.	Konzelman
•	Amanda	M.	(Klotz)	Quinn
•	Matt	Schimanski

1999 – 2% Participation (4 of 172)
•	Ragan	R.	Freitag
•	Scott	A.	Munday
•	Christopher	A.	Regis
•	Elizabeth	C.	(Querio)	Wagner

2000 – 3% Participation (5 of 158)
•	Jillian	Inserra
•	Patrick	T.	Manning
•	Melissa	S.	(Jenco)	Trice
•	Michael	A.	Trice
•	Joel	T.	Voss

2001 – 2% Participation (3 of 178)
•	Keith	M.	House
•	Cris	W.	Kodiak
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There are many ways to make a non-cash gift to JCA. These people deserve special thanks for their contributions of donated gifts 
to our school and various events throughout the year.

•	Felipe	and	Maria	Acosta
•	Aerial	Sky	Productions
•	Allstate	Insurance	Company	-	Paul	Bertino
•	Al’s	Steak	House
•	American	Italian	Cultural	Society
•	Angeli’s
•	Animal	Care	Center	of	Shorewood
•	Arbor	Tek	Services,	Inc.
•	Arranmore	Farm	&	Polo	Club
•	Associated	Orthodontists
•	Steve	and	Rita	Ator
•	Autobahn	Country	Club	LLC
•	Barolo	Ristorante
•	Robert	and	Laura	Bauer
•	Bella	Cucina	Catering
•	Biaggi’s	Ristorante	Italiano
•	Roger	and	Debbie	Bistry
•	Bliss	Hair	Studio
•	Blue	Ribbon	Products	Company
•	Bob	and	Sis’	Catering
•	Bob	Campbell	Photography
•	Kim	and	Kathy	Boe
•	Bolingbrook	Golf	Club
•	Stephen	Bowe
•	Paul	and	LeAnne	Carlson
•	Cemeno’s	Pizza
•	Chicago	Architecture	Foundation
•	Chicago	Sky
•	Chignoli	Auto	Sales
•	City	Wide	Village	Mattress,	Inc.
•	Peter	Cladis
•	Classic	Cinemas
•	Clean	Image	LLC
•	Coey’s	Closet
•	Cog	Hill	Golf	and	Country	Club
•	Jeffrey	and	Peggie	Conrad
•	Cooper’s	Hawk	Winery
•	CPX	Sports
•	Crispy	Waffle	II
•	Culver’s	of	Romeoville
•	David	Nelson	Exquisite	Jewelry,	Inc.
•	Dellwood	Tire	Company,	Inc.
•	Divas	Salon	&	Spa
•	Edward	and	Gloria	Dollinger
•	Dave	and	Amy	Douglas
•	Robert	and	Elizabeth	Dow
•	Edward	A.	Codo,	D.D.S.,	P.C.
•	Alyson	Egizio
•	Elite	Sports	Performance
•	Eterna	Med	Spa	and	Laser	Vein	Center
•	Euro	Tech	Cabinetry	&	Remodeling
•	Express	Signs	&	Lighting	Maintenance
•	Fab	Werks,	Inc.
•	Michael	A.	Fenske
•	First	Midwest	Bank
•	Five	Star	Fitness
•	Fox	Bend	Golf	Course
•	FranCenter,	Inc.
•	Frankfort	Spirits

•	General	Machine	&	Tool	Co.
•	John	and	Ronae	Gerl
•	John	and	Kathleen	Goeken
•	Chris	and	Peg	Goolsby
•	Andrew	and	Paula	Gorski
•	David	and	Diana	Gorski
•	Gould	Brothers	Excavating,	LLC
•	Arnold	and	Denise	Grashoff
•	Greater	Joliet	Area	YMCA
•	Guardian	Angel	Community	Services
•	James	and	Sue	Gulas
•	Hair	Comes	the	Sun
•	Hampton	Inn	Joliet	-	I-80
•	Scott	and	Sue	Hansen
•	Harborside	International	Golf	Center
•	Sue	Harris
•	Heritage	Bluffs	Public	Golf	Course
•	Heroes	West	Sports	Grill
•	Donald	and	Ellen	Herron
•	Bradley	and	Amy	Holbrook
•	Bryan	and	Ardyth	Holbrook
•	HopScotch	&	Vine
•	Illinois	Landscape	Supply
•	J.L.	Adler	Roofing	&	Sheet	Metal,	Inc.
•	Jack’s	Car	Wash	and	Oil	Lube
•	Edward	and	Cheryl	Jarot
•	Jayme	Zobel	Photography
•	JCA	Administration
•	JCA	Athletic	Department
•	JCA	Faculty	and	Staff
•	JCA	Parent	Board
•	JCA	Spirit	Shop
•	JCA	Student	Body
•	Jilley’s	Boutique
•	John	G.	Shedd	Aquarium
•	Joliet	Country	Club
•	Joliet	Park	District
•	Joliet	Slammers	Baseball	Club
•	Darrel	and	Dolores	Jones
•	Robert	and	Julie	Jones
•	Jostens
•	Karisma	Boutique
•	Kegler’s	-	Crest	Hill	Lanes
•	Kent	&	Melone,	LLC
•	Kosack’s	Black	Tie	Formalwear
•	Kuhar	Vision	Care
•	KV	Art
•	La	Dolce	Vita
•	La	Mex
•	Lagunitas	Brewing	Company
•	Lakeshore	Beverage	-	Markham
•	Christopher	and	Lisa	Langbein
•	Sean	and	Jeanne	Leeders
•	Len	Cox	&	Sons	Excavating
•	Patrick	and	Mary	Beth	Lind
•	Lockport	Township	Park	District
•	Lou	Malnati’s	Pizzeria
•	Macarena	Tapas
•	Gary	and	Kathy	Major

•	Mark	Peter’s	Diamond	Designs
•	Markelz	Office	Products
•	Martin	Whalen	Office	Solutions,	Inc.
•	David	and	Kathleen	Martyka
•	Massage	Envy	Spa	of	Shorewood
•	Raymond	and	Julieta	Meyer
•	Midwest	Energy,	Inc.
•	Milano	Bakery,	Inc.
•	James	and	Diana	Missig
•	Mistwood	Golf	Club
•	Moe	Joe’s
•	Moore	Glass,	Inc.
•	Mosquito	Squad	Chicago
•	Michael	and	Nicole	Murray
•	My	Ideal	Body
•	NASCAR	Car	Wash
•	Nashville	Convention	&	Visitors	Bureau
•	New	Star	Jewelers,	Inc.
•	Nothing	Bundt	Cakes	-	Naperville
•	Nuns	4	Fun	Entertainment
•	Eric	and	Lori	Ortinau
•	Palmer	Florist,	Inc.	
•	Paolucci	Diamond	Center
•	Paul	Joseph	AVEDA	Lifestyle	Salon
•	Pepe’s	Mexican	Restaurant
•	Margaret	Periu
•	Peter	Rubi
•	Pets,	Etc.
•	Pinnacle	Entertainment,	Inc.
•	Thomas	P.	Piskur
•	Pizzeria	Neo
•	Raymond	and	Mariellen	Plese
•	Premier	Dermatology
•	Professional	Salon	Concepts
•	Quartino	Ristorante
•	Jack	and	Judy	Querio
•	Quest	Food	Management	Services,	Inc.
•	Jacob	C.	Quigley
•	John	and	Alexandra	Quinn
•	Carlo	A.	Ragusa
•	Reed’s	Canoe	Trips,	Inc.
•	Philip	and	Jennifer	Resendiz
•	Rialto	Square	Theatre
•	James	and	Luanne	Roth
•	Ruettiger,	Tonelli	&	Associates,	Inc.
•	Jenny	Ruggiero
•	Andrew	and	Susan	Runde
•	Salon	360
•	Salon	David	Anthony
•	Salon	Haiku
•	Salon	Platinum	LLC
•	Sara	Boo	Creek
•	Savvi	Formalwear
•	Bill	and	Christine	Scheibe
•	Tony	and	Holly	Scordo
•	SFA-DLS-JCHS-JCA	Alumni	Association
•	Sharp	Sports
•	Tom	Sheridan
•	Shorewood	Family	Dental	Care,	LLP

•	Shorewood	Lube,	Inc.
•	Siegel’s	Cottonwood	Farm,	Inc.
•	Simply	Saucy
•	Eric	and	Kimberly	Skipper
•	Andrew	and	Melanie	Sliwa
•	Wayne	and	Audrey	Smith
•	Southern	Belle’s	Pancake	House
•	Sovereign	Restaurant
•	Chris	and	Keri	Spotofora
•	Steve’s	Car	Wash
•	Studio	1005
•	Studio	305	Salon	&	Spa
•	Dennis	and	Sharon	Sullivan
•	Sullivan’s	Steakhouse
•	Sumbaum	Cycle
•	Tamarack	Golf	Club
•	Tap	House	Grill
•	Michael	and	Erin	Testa
•	Testa	Steel	Constructors,	Inc.
•	The	Cheesecake	Factory
•	The	Mike	Alstott	Family	Foundation
•	The	NASDAQ	Stock	Market
•	The	Old	Fashioned	Pancake	House,	Inc.
•	The	Prom	Shoppe
•	The	Vault
•	Jeffrey	and	Nancy	Thompson
•	Tommy	Nevin’s	Pub
•	TownePlace	Suites	by	Marriott	-	Joliet	South
•	Dave	and	Sue	Trump
•	Truth	Restaurant
•	Turk	Furniture
•	Twisted	Cork	n	Canvas
•	Thomas	and	Karen	Tyrell
•	Unit	Step	Company
•	United	Flooring	and	Covering
•	Unlimited	Tan
•	Uphoff’s	Country	Kennel
•	Anthony	and	Kimberly	Vaccariello
•	Ronald	and	Elizabeth	Van	Dyke
•	Versed	Salon
•	James	and	Georgianna	Vinci
•	Visual	Image	Photography,	Inc.
•	Daniel	Vohasek
•	Robert	and	Christine	Voss
•	Brent	and	Stephanie	Wagner
•	Walt	Disney	World	Co.
•	Daniel	and	Mary	Whalen
•	Wild	Tuna	Restaurant
•	Vic	and	Shannon	Wildenradt
•	Will	County	Habitat	for	Humanity	ReStore
•	Wine	&	Cheese	by	TCC
•	Wine	Styles
•	Wingate	by	Wyndham	-	Joliet
•	WJOL	-	Friday	Mornings	with	Lynne,	 
   Mary  & Natalie
•	Zanies	Comedy	Nite	Club

ANNUAL GIFTS IN KIND
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In Memoriam
Sadly we acknowledge the passing of the following members of our JCA family:

1933
Helen M. (Wagner) Towle

1938
Virginia L. (Koehl) Cheek
Rosalie M. (Ochs) Fonck

1939
Marjorie A. (McGarry) Kallan

1941
Marie B. (Maren) Walsh

1942
Dolores M. (Zelko) Frankovich

1943
Herbert F. Briick

1944
Kathryn L. (Voitik) Jackson

1945
William F. Condon
Arthur P. Wilhelmi

1946
Quin W. Blood
Robert M. Lambert

1947
Francis E. Colzani
Helen R. Kanta

1948
Louise C. (Ramuta) Ruettiger

1949
Ronald B. Colaric

1950
Carol L. (Babecky) Koniuszy
John J. Nichols

1953
Robert J. Arling
Mildred A. (Lehner) Johnson

1955
Kathryn A. (Dracca) Prock

1956
Mary (Jenco) Franceschini

1957
Carolyn (Ferro) Pemble

1960
Matthew J. Mikulich

1961
Lawrence M. Pirc

1962
Carol A. Brown
Michael W. Hayden

1964
Terrence J. Briese

1966
Mary Ann (Frescura) Boucher
Scott L. Colabuono

1967
Dennis A. Walczak

1968
Linda L. (Hagan) Erickson

1969
Michelle A. (Davis) Hiller

1973
Colleen A. (Hennessy) Davidson

1974
Jay D. Zielinski

1975
Charles M. Lombardi

1978
Michael W. Adler
Christopher A. Thompson

1980
Michael L. Barbic

1982
Janet M. (Muhich) Seymour

1984
Nancy H. (Todorovich) Ferencik
Charles W. Horvath

1988
Richard J. Gochee

Eternal rest grant unto them, O Lord, and let perpetual light shine upon them. 
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SAVe The DATe

Christmas Break
School Closed

December 24, 2016 - January 8, 2017

8th Grade Placement Exam
Janurary 14, 2017

Incoming Freshman Registration 
February 15, 2017

Band Concert
February 16, 2017

JCA Art Show
March 1, 2017 - March 18, 2017

1200 N. Larkin Avenue
Joliet, Illinois 60435
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